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2.

Abstrack

A detailed roview has been made of the previous work
on the structure and modes of decomposition of the asides of
the alkali metals and alkaline earths.
The photochapical decompositions of sodium, potassium
and strontium asides have been studied under a variety of conditions and with different sources of ultre.iviolet radiation.
When fresh samples of any of the three salts are irradiated
with an unfiltered low pressure mercury lamp, there are initial
decelcratory reactions, followed, for potassium and strontium
asides, by acceleratory reactions after which the rates become
constant. Threshold wavelengths are found for the accelerations of the rate in potassium and strontium azides. When
irradiated with light of wavelength greater than the threshold,
the deceleratery reactions are still found but the rates remain
constant at the minimum values. No acceleration of the rate
is found for sodium a.de with Inv of the light sources 'wed.
The observed reaction rate in, potassium or strontium
aside is compOsed of two processes. Only one process occurs
when the wavelengths responsible for the acceleration are absent.
The doceleratory process involves the remotion of excited aside
ions which are trapped at special sites in the crystals such as
kinks or jogs in dislocation lines. Electron transfer to these

traps occurs and the positive holes thus formed react with
adjacent aside ions and cation vacancies to form V.-centres,
(1130N3)
'., where0is the cation vacancy. The 1h-centre bream
down to form nitrogen vie the intermediates Ni and N2. Anion
vacancies and motel are produced at the special sites, which are
not regenerated.
The second, accelerator'
,` process occurs by the ioniser.
tion of the metal specks by the light. Electrons are transferred
to the Positively charged metal from the aside ions and the
positive holes formed react to form nitrogen.

During the

reaction the metal specks aggregate and eventually become too
large to take pert in the reaction.

A steady state is reached

between the formation of new metal nuclei and the aggregation
into larger np ecks, and a constant rate of reaction results.
No acceleration of the rate is found for sodium aside as the
shortest wavelengths present in the light sources are insufficient
to ionise the rieta]. specks.
A stepwise decreese in the rate of reaction is found
when irradiation of a sample is ceased and recommenced after
the sample has been allowed to stand in the dark overnight.
The decrease is caus

the aggregation of anion vacancies and

metal nuclei to form vacancy-aggregates and larger metal specks
respectively.
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Chanter 1.
;ntroduction
1.1. General introduction
The decomposition of many solid materials can be
represented ass
A --->13
C
solid solid gas
Such reactions can in many cases be followed by measuring the
gas pressure as a function of time, and the shape of the pressuretime curve enables one to deduce many features of the 'reaction.
Among the substances which decompose in this manner are the

oxalates, the permanganates, the carbonates and the asides.
Decomposition can be brought about in several ways - by heat,
by light and by suitable ionising radiations. Garner (1955)
and Bowden and Yaffe (1958) have written useful textbooks
dealing with the subject of solid decompositions.
The inorganic asides show widely vnrying degrees of

stability, ranging from the highly eNplosive heavy metal asides
to the relatively stable asides of the alkali metals and the

alkaline earths. Most azides can be prepared in states of
reasonable purity and many of the simple asides decompose
stoichiometrically to the metal and nitrogen.
Tompkins and his colleagues (Thomas and Tompkins (1951)al

(1951)b, (1952), Jacobs and Tompkins (1952)a, (1952)b, Tompkins
and Young (1957), Jacobs, Tompkins and Young (1959), Cunningham

(unpublished work, 1958) and Jacobs, Tompkins and Psi *smoker
(1962)) studied the thermal and photolytic decomposition of
potassiup, sodium, barium and strontium asides.
The object of this work is to extend the measurements
of the earlier workers on the photolysis of these salts, with
particular reference to the behaviour on prolonged photolysis
with different light sources, In the discussion it is intended
to make full use of the recent data on asides provided by
electron spin resonance and absorption spectra measurements
which -,;ere not available to most of the previous workers.
The accr:e of the discussion in the remainder of
this chaptorwill largely be limited to the asides of the
alkali metals and the alkaline earths.
1.2. 41tructire of the WAIL
In a recent review article, Evans, /soffit, and Gray
(1959) have classified the asides into two distinct groups:
(1), the inorganic asides in which the bending is predominantly
ionic and the amide ion symmetrical; and (2), the organic
asides in which covalent bonding predominadme and the aside
ion is asymmetric. The proportion of ionic bonding in the
inorganic asides diminishes with increasing ionisation potential
of the metal. forming the
The aside ion

r has sixteen valency electrons and

3
is isoolectronic with the qyanateiton (OCUr, the fulminate ion
(CNOr and the thiocyanato ion (SC 3r.
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Hendricks and Pnnling (1925) showed that the aside
ion vas linear in sodium and potassium asides and was located
in, positions which required the ion to possess a centre of
symmetry. The nitrogen to nitrogen distances were 1.16 X
in 1213 and 1.17

R in, NaN3.

Frevel (1936) also determined.the configuration of
the amide ion in these two salts and had found it to be
centrally symmetrical with inter—nitrogen distances of 1.145
and 1.150

R

R in the potassium and sodium salts respectively.
Brockway and Pawling (1933) conducted an electron

diffraction study of the structure of molecules of methyl
aside and found the aside ion to be linear with the following
structure:
oalo
N-- N
4:1 i",•N
CH3-135°
Knaggs (1935) and Bassiere (1943) obtained very similar results
for the structure of the aside ion in cyanuric triazide and
sodium amide respectively. Venkateimmaran (1938) reported
that the aside ion, as determined for crystals and solutions
of sodium aside, was linear and unsymmetrical.
Delay et al (1944) identified the infra—red absorption
bands corresponding to absorption by a symmetrical amide ion
and those corresponding to absorption by an asymmetrical ion.
From the intensities of the bends in the 3 — 19 micron range,
they concluded that the symmetrical fora of the aside ion was
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more abundant than the amommetric form in the azides of
sodium copper, silver and mercury, but that the inverse held
true for asides of thallium and lead.
Bonnemw and Daudel (1950) showed by means of molecular
orbital calculations that the azide ion in ionic azides should
be linear and symmetrical, with inter—nitrogen distances of
1.16 A, while in organic( asides the structure should bes
-26 i a
—N— N—N

The majority of the evidence seems to point to the
azide ion being linear and symmetrical in the ionic azides,
and linear and asymmetrical in the covalent azides. The
covalent azides are easily detonated while the ionic alkali
metal azides are far more stable. The work of Delay et al

(1944) seems to indicate that the explosive nature of lead
aside might be related to a degree of covalent bonding in the
crystal.
The range of stability shown by the inorganic azides
is considerable. Evans and Xoffe (1959) suggested that both
the structure and the stability of the inorganic asides depended

to a marked degree on the magnitude of (I — E), where I is
the ionisation potential of the metal and E is the electron
affinity of the aside radical. They found that in the series

of salts KN3, TIN3, AgN3, Ct13f HG(N3)2, the stability
decreased as the ionisation potential of the metal increased.-

U.

The ionic radii and ionisation potentials of the alleA14 metals
are given in Table I.
The crystal structures of the alkali metal, and the
alkaline earth azides are given in Table II. These data
have been taken from the reviews by Evans, Yoffe and Gray (1959)
and by Macintyre (1959).
Joebstl and Rosenwasser (1959) made a study of the
optical and electron microscopy of crystals of sodium and
potassium asides. Freshly crystallised eodium azide was found
cry
to undergo a change from needle and hexagonal forms to mi
telling
pseudomorphs. Sodium amide crystalSwhich had been aged in
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air developed surface imperfections. Among the defects
found were oriented overgrowths, oriented bubble inclusions,
random etch pits and hillocks, dislocation networks and spiral
forms. _egad potassium azide crystals showed the presence of
oriented mother liquor inclusions and well developed tetragonal
etch pits.
DreyfuS and Levy (1958) found that crystals of sodium
and potassium azides which had undergone thermal shock or
strain, developed birefringent bands when exmnined in a
polarising microscope. Each band was a plane extending through
the crystal. Under l-ray irradiation decomposition occurred
readily at the intersection of these planes with the surfaces.
1.3. Ultra-viqlet pbsorotion spectra of the azi4es.
The electronic energy band structure of an ionic
solid can conveniently be described in terms of its optical
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Table
Ionic radii and ionisation pptentias of the alkali metals
Ionisation
potential

Ionic rims
in

2W.
K

0.95
1.33

Rb

1.48

Cs

1.69

Na

5.12
4.32

4.16
3.87

TabIt I;
Molecules per
Coordination
tinit cell

gat.

Crystal alas<

NaN3

1

6 s 6

4

8 s 8

RU3

bodp.centered
rhombohedral
body-centered
tetragonal
it

4

8 s 8

CaN3

0

4

8 s 8

006

Orthorbambic

8

srN6

n

8

KN3

BaN6

moncel i rii c
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properties, namely the absorption spectrum and the high- and
loan-frequency dielectric constants.
The high-frequency dielectric constant, ko, is given

,2
by ken whore n is the refractive index of the compound.
This relation is valid only outside the region of optical
absorption by the compound. The static dielectric constant,
k, is usually measured at frequencies in the megacycle region.
The optical energy necessary to promote an electron
from the full band to an exciton level of the solid may be
obtained from the absorption spectrum of the solid, correspond..

ing as it does to the energy of the first fundamental
absorption band. The energy necessary to dissociate the
exciton into a positive hole and an electron in the conduction
band can be determined from tho photoconductive behaviour, if
any, or it may be calculated fran thelequation,
= h
where RH is the Rydberg constant.
By the Frank Condon, principle during the optical
excitation of an electron the surrounding ions do not move.

The energy necessary for the optical excitation is the energy
required with the ions stationary. After the absorption
process the surronnaing ions move into new equilibrium positions
and give out energy in the prawns.
The thermal energy for a process is related to the

optical energy by the equations
Et =
whore E is the optical energy, Et the thermal energy andlc
the low-frequency, dielectric constant (Evans, Yaffe and Gray
(1959). The values of the high and low-frequency dielectric
constants are given in Table lit.
The first attempts at the measurement of the ultraviolet absorption spectra of the asides were made by Garner
and Maggs (1939). They were unable to obtain crystals of
barium end strontium asides, and their attempts to use powdered
samples and a reflection technique were not successful. In
potassium aside crystals they found that there wan a strong
absorption band commencing at 2600

R.

Jacobs and Tompkins (1952)a found a strong absorption
edge in the region of 2600

R

for each of barium, sodium and

potassium asides. This was considered to be the fundamental
absorption edge. Their failure to detect any photoconductivity
on irradiating pellets of the asides with the fUll output of
a mercury arc agreed with the results of Ferguson (1940) and
(1944), who found that sodium chloride did not display any
photoconductivity when irradiated in its first absorption band,
but did so when the shorter wavelengths corresponding to the
second absorption band were used. The photooxcitation of an
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Table III
gab and lour-ATIC112012CY dielectric constants of aides

all

Law frequency
High frequency
dielectric constant dielectric constant
ko
IC

tag

IlaN3

2.19

6.4

2.92

KI5

2.25

6.85

3.2

Bali
6

7.74

S1116

8.3
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electron from the full bend directly into the conduction band
is a forbidden transition - Mott and Gurney (1940). Some
thermal energy is necessary to excite an electron from an
exciton level into the conduction band; in maser cases this
energy is mall but in some systems, as shown by Ferguson,:
it nay be appreciable.
Deb (1961) has recently published the results of a
detailed study of the absorption spectra of thin films of the
Allenli

metal amides in the vacuum ultra-violet region. The

first fundamental absorption band occurred in the region of
1900 2 for each of sodium, potassium, caesium and rubidium
aside's, with an absorption coefficient of approximately
5
-1
10 cm. , corresponding to an allowed transition to an exciton
level. When he used thicker films (between 25 and 50 microns)
Deb discovered an absorption band having a maximum at about
2225 X in each of the azides. This band wan of multiple
structure, At 295°K the band was considerably broadened and
could not be fully resolved. The absorption coefficient was
102 to 103, which was too small, for an allowed transition to
an exciton level. Deb considered the band to be due to a
low-probability transition to a lows-lying excited state of
the azide ion.
Deb (unpublished work) has also measured the absorption
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spectrum and associated photoconductivity of a thin film of
barium aside in the wavelength region from 1300 to 2500 2,
Three absorption bends, at approximately 2000, 1760 and
1400 A were found, each with multiple structure characteristic
of the aside ion.

The photoconductivity, which was not found

above 1600 R, resulted from direct electronic transitions
from the valence to the conduction band.
1.4. Colour centres in the az.Veti
Jacobs and Tompkins (1952) and Garner and Marks
(1936) found that potassium aside could be coloured blue by
exposure to ultrai.violet radiation at room-temperature, and
green by heating to decomposition temperatures. Tompkins
and Young (1956) investigated the colour centres formed in
potassium aside by photochemical and thermal means, at various
temperatures in the range -196°C to 300°C. The colour centres
wero similar in manly respects to those formed in irradiated
and additively coloured potassium chloride. Colour centres
in the 4411041.1 halides have been extensively studied and Seitz
(1946) and (1954) has twice reviewed the subject.
Tompkins and Young found that when, potassium azide
was irradiated with a low pressure mercury arc at -196°C
the crystals became lilac in colour and the spectrum showed

a strong absorption band at 550 mp, which by analogy with the
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spectrum of similarly treated potassium chloride, was identified
as being due to Pi-centres, while certain smaller wavelengths
bands were thought to be P-centre aggregates of the II-and
type which have been described by Seitz. Peaks which occurred
at 725 and 760 !pre= formed more readily in crystals which
had been deliberately scratched as opposed to glass-clear
specimens. A 9-band was identified at 3E10,4
Unlike the F-centres in potassium chloride, those in
the snide did not bleach when exposed to light within the band.
On warming a coloured crystal to -78°C the V-bands disappeared
and the F-band moved.to a slightly longer wavelength. On
=cooling to liquid nitrogen temperature the height of the
F-band was found to have decreased by

5%.

This was taken

to show that some 95% of the positivp holes formed in the
irrrottion were never trapped by cation vacancies to form .
9-centres. The deficit was caused by the reaction of positive
holes to form nitrogen gas which escaped from the crystal even
at the temperature of liquid nitrogen.
When crystals of potassium azide which had been
coloured at -196°C were warmed in the dark to between 0°C
and 25°C the F-band diminished and a broad band, identified
as an RI-band, was farmed at 700 to 750 my. The blue coloration
vanished when a crystal was warmed to 60°C and a small band
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appeared at 440 my. The crystals in this condition wlibited
photoconductivity in the blue region of the spectrum and the
band was identified with the presence of metallic potassium
in the crystals, fonned by the transfer of electrons front the
F-centres to adjacent potassium ions.
On further heating the crystal turned green at
276°0 and a strong band was found at 725 nyhich waa due to
the scattering of light by colloidal particles of metallic

potassium in the salt. The position of this band in potassium
chloride has been calculated by Scott, Smith and Thompson (1953).
The colorability of potassium aside crystals was markedly
effected by ageing. In three month old crystals no V-bands
were formed and the F-, Ni- and R-type bands were rudimentary.
The colouring of sodium azide by gamma rays and by
fast and slow neutrons was investigated by Rosenwasser, Dreyfus
and Levy (1956). The gamma source was 0°6° and measurements
wore made at room temperature. They found that gamma irradiation
gave rise to a number Qf absorption bands most of which disappeared
by nine drys after the irradiationy leaving only a band at
3600 2! which was tentatively identified as being duo to a
V-centre. A band at 6000 R which was formed when the azide

was irradiated with fast neutrons at 20°C and also appeared
when a sample irradiated with slaw' neutrons was heated to
90°C for prolonged periods, could have been due to the aggregation
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of sodium metal into colloidal particles.
Mapes, Dreyfus and Lary (1957) reported on the gamma

rtv colouring of potassium rmide. Al/ their irradiations
and measuraments were made at roam temperature. The spectra
shoved a slowly decaying band at 8000 - 8260

2,

and two rapidly

decaying bands at 8260 and 5900 A. A fourth band which
varied little with time was observed at 3540 A.

Further

than this these authors did not identify the bands or their

origin.
The next paper of importance in the field was that
of Cunningham and Tompkins (1959) who investigated the spectra
of sodium and potassium azide crystals which had been coloured
by ultra-violet and X-ray irradiation at -196°C. The source
of the ultra-violet light was a low pressure mercury lamp.used
in conjunction with a Chance OX7 filter which transmitted in
the range 2300 to 4100

2.

Cunningham and Tompkins placed

the absorption edge of potassium azide at 2660

R

in glass-clear

crystals, while in less clear crystals the absorption extended
to longer wavelengths. The absorption edge of sodium azide
was found to be at 2540 A. The extension of the absorption
to longer wavelengths in imperfect crystals of pOtassium aside
was attributed to the deformation potential associated with
dislocations, This effect mislead Jacobs and Tompkins (1952)a
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into placing the absorption edge of sodium aside at a longer
wavelength than that of potassium aside.
Cunningham and Taapkins found that irradiation with
ultra-iviolet light at -196°C produced sharp F-1xnds at 5700 R
in potassium aside and at 6100 R in sodium aside. Shoulders
corresponding to absorption bands of lo: intensity were observed
in the long wavelength tails of the F-bands in both the salts,
at 7700 for potassium and at 7400 3 for sodium aside. In
sodium aside the shoulder bleached thermally at -183°C and
there uaz an increase in the height of the F-bnrd. The shoulders
ware identified as R,-type bands. The fl-centre in sodium
aside was therefore less stable than that in potassium aside.
A broad band with a ma:datum absorbance at 3600 A
was found in potassium aside. Thin was attributed, by
analogy with the halide, to a V-centre. The rate of Inild-up
of the V-centreswas less rapid than that of the F-centres and
this was explained by the bimolecular reaction of two V-centres,
or one IT-centre and an oxctton, to give nitrogen. No V-band
was Observed in sodium aside. For this salt the development
of the P-band without the simultaneous appearance of the V-band
was associated with the production of excited aside ions only
at imperfections. These active sites immediately reacted
L

with adjacent aside ions to give nitrogen..
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X-irradiation of both sodium and potassium azides
at -196°C produced prominent V- and F-bands.
Heal, and Pringle (1959) found that sodium, potassium,
rubidium and caesium azides, irradiated with X-rays at -196°C
developed F-bands, other bands at longer wavelengths of the

Re. and ki-type, and V-bands in the ultra-violet. When the
irradiated crystals wore exposed to infra-red radiation the
V-bands and the R- and N-typo bands bleached while the 11-bands
increased.
Papazian (1961) measured the aboorpUon spectra of
the azides of the armli metals in the infra-red, vieible and
ultra-violet regions before and after irradiation with ultraviolet light at -196°C. Th vestigation included the growth
of the spectral bands and their thermal bleaching. Papazian
correlated the behaviour of the hands in the infra-red with
these in the ultra-violet and suggested a "charge-tranefer"
model for the F-centre in the azif:es. Papazian observed
F-bands in all the azides studied and V-bands in all, but sodium
azide. Re also suggested the exiet_nce of a molecular species
NZ in irradiated caocimi azide, from evidence obtained by the
thermal bleaching of the V-band.
King, Miller, Carlson and McMillan (1961) performed
both absorption spectra and electron spin resonance measurements

on irradiated sodium aside. Ultra-violet irradiation of
ntngle crystals of sodium aside at -196°C produced absorption
bands at 6100 and 7300 A. The band at 6100 R, previously
thought to be the F-bend, was identified as being due to
ei centres -.'electrons trapped at pairs of anion vacanclea.
The true F-band was that at 7300 ?.
A mechanism for the production of anion vacancy
traps by photochemical means was suggested. The absorption
of radiation V= assumed to result in the reaction of adjacent
aside ions in the lattice with the production of nitrogen and
a pair of anion vacanUes. The vacancy pair combined with
electrons to produce F42 -centres in preference to F-centres
which required only isolated anion vacancies. This accounted
for the fact that the F-band in sodium aside was coneiderably
smaller than the r 2 band, in contrast to the situation prevailing in the alkali halides where the F-band was formod an a
primary band.
1.5. Conductivitr iptaiturenentk on the aslides.
The ionic conductance of solid lithium, odium,
potassium, calcium, strontium and barium azides was measured
by Jacobs and Tompkins (1955). They assumed that in the
temperature range investigated the alkali asides were predominantly
cationic conductors and the conducting species were cation
vacancies rather than interstitial cations. An abnormally
low activation energy for the low temperature conductivity
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of potassium amide vas interpreted as a migration enera for
surface conduction by defects.
Jacobs and Torikins (1952)a and Carlson (1959)
failed to detect any measurable photoconductivikr in potaarium
0

azidc under illumination with light of wavelength 2537 A.
1.6. Thermal decoMnolgqn atudites on the az44ea.
The first thermal decomposition study on an alkaline
earth amide was that of Harvey (1933). who investigated the
thermal decomposition of barium azide. He established the
main features of the reaction: an induction period followed
by an accelerating period during which the pressure time curve

was sigmoid. Harvey also observed the presence and growth
of nuclei.
Most of the early work on tho thermal decomposition
of the inorganic azides was done by Garner and his associates.
Garner and Marko (1936) studied the thermal decomposition
of sodium and potassium azidoe, both wider vacuum and in the
presence of the alkali metal vapours. They found that the
decomposition of potassium azide in the metal vapour was very
much more rapid than in vacuum. However, sodium vapour had
little effect on the decomposition of sodium azide. They

determined the activation energies for the thermal decomposition
in the metal vapours and obtained values of 36.1 kcal/mole
for potandum aside
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and 34.4 kcaMmole for sodium aside.
Garner and Moon (1933) had shown that the rate of
thermal decomposition of bnrium aside was accelerated by
dlTosure to the emissions from radium. They considered that
this effect vas due to an acceleration in the rate of growth
of the nuclei and not to an increase in their number. Maas
(1939) found a similar effect in the thermal decomposition
of strontium aside.
A detailed study of the nuclei formed during the
thermal decomposition of barium aside was made by Wischin (1939).
She found that they increased in radius at a linear rate, and
increased in number as the third power of the time of heating.
The activation enemy for nuclear growth was 23.5 kcal/mole
and that for nucleus formation was in the, region'of 74 kcal/mole.
The vnriation of nressure with time could be expressed by the
power law, p = Ctn, in which the value of the exponent n
varied between 6.9 end 8.2 over thetemperature range 1009C
to 123.5°C. The activation energy for pressure increase was
166 kcal/Mole.
Garner and teas (1939) investigated the effect'of
pre-irradiation with ultra-violet light on the thermal decceposition of barium aside. They found that the induction, period
decreased as the wavelength of the ultra-qtiet light decreased
from 3340 to 2480

R.

The induction period also decreased as

the time of pre-irradiatima or the intensity increased.
There was no appreciable decay of the effect of pre-irradiation
after standing for 48 hours.
Mott (1939) attempted a theoretical explanation of
the phenomena, noted by previous workers during the decomposition
of metallic asides by heat or under the action of ultra-violet
light or h-ays, in particular the observations of Wischin
(1939) and Garner and Magga (1939). The theory was almost
identical to that proposed by Mott mad Gurney (1950) for the
photochemical reduction of the alkali halides.
Audubert (1939) found that the thermal decomposition
of sodiva, potassium, silver, lead, calcium and barium asides
gave rise to radiations of wavelength approximately 2000
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Mott's theory was not thoroughly tented until 1951,
when Tho:aas and Tompkins (1952) made a detailed analysis of
the mechanism suggested by Matti. These two authors examined
all reasonable types of nuclear formation involving (1),
interstitial barium ions and (2), the bimolecular trapping of
conduction electrons. They concluded that neither the formation
of nuclei nor their growth had been adequately► explained by
Mott.
Thomas and Tompkins (1951)b studied the thermal
decomposition of barium aside and the effect of short periods
of pre-irradiation on the process. They confirmed that the
n as
pressure-time curves followed an equation p = Gt

found by Wischin (1939), and thnt n varied between 6.5 and 6.9.
Pre-irradiation was found to increase the values of both C
and n in the equation and the products of pre-irradiation
responsible for these changes were identified as anion vacancies. Thomas and Tompkins interpret the formation of nuclei
in terms of double F-centres, while the growth of nuclei vas
envisaged as proceeding by the bimolecular reaction of excited
amide ions at the sa,'-metal interface. The growth of nuclei
of visible size was shown to be associated with a lower
activation energy than that for the growth of small nuclei.
Accordingly, it was found necessary to introdude a slow growth
correction into the expression for the variation of pressure
with time. Theeluation then took the form p = C(t y)6,
where y is the slow-growth correction factor. . The rate of
thermal decom”osition decreased with age of the sample.
Jacobs and Tompkins (1952)b performed a similar
investigation on the thermal decomposition of potaasinm amide.
The results differed somewhat from those of Thomas and Tompkins
for barium amide in that pre-irradiation with ultra-violet
light effected no Owego in the rate of the subsequent thermal
decomposition, and the pressure-time curves for the decomposition showed an initial uninolecular decay reaction which
corresponded to about 1% of the total decomposition, followed
ed
An
by a rapid process which proceed/at a constant rate
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activation energy of 49 kcal/mole was found for the linear
process. Thin figure was in good agreement with that found
by Audubert (1939), who measured the wavelength of the ultraviolet radiation produced by the sample during the course of
the reaction.
The presence of potassium vapour was found to cause
a considerable increase in the rate of reaction, accompanied
by a decrease of the activation energy to 41.5 kcal/Mole.
This effect was due to potassium metal specks providing traps
for electrons in addition to those traps (anion vacancies)
already present.
During Pre-irradiation with ultra violet light,
nitrogen was evolved and F-centres and anion, vacancies were
formed. However, the presence ol6se centres caused no
acceleration of the rate of the thermal decomposition, for,
as soon as the salt was raised to the temperature necessry
for thermal decomposition, the colour centres bleached by the
transference of electrons from F-centres to adjacent cations
and the resulting specks of metal evaporated to leave the
sample surfaces in the same condtion as that prevailing
before irradiation.
The first order kinetics for the initial process
was indicative of a surface condition which is not regenerated
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inthe lower layers of the salt. The initial decay process
followed by a rapid reaction is also found in lithium aluminium
hydride and in mercury fulminate.
Egghart (1961) studied the thermal decomposition of
molten potassium aside in the presence of various metals and

metal.osides. He found that iron and its oxides had a strong
catalytic effect on the decomposition and accelerated the
reaction by many hundred- or thousand-fold.. The oxidee
displayed a higher catalytic activity► than the metals but
were reduced to the metal during the aceelentoryperids of
the decompositions. The activation energy for the decomposi-

tion, was lowered from 49 kcal/mole for the pure salt to 32
keel/mole for the decomposition in the presence of iron or
the oxide Fe304'
ratters (1959) conducted the thermal decomposition

of barium aside under various pressures of oxygen and hydrogen.
He also studied the effect of incorporating colloidal gold
in the salt. As the pressure of oxygen above the sample
increased the rate of the thermal decomposition was found to
be retarded. The oxygen was considered to diffuse into the
crystal along the same paths that served for the escape of the

nitrogen, namely grain boundaries. The oxygen retarded the
growth of the nuclei by reacting with the metal and thus
removing the metal energy levels; Hydrogen was also assumed
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to diffuse into the crystals along the grain boundaries where
it reacted with an active form of the nitrogen to produce
either hydrazine or hydrazoic acid. The "active" nitrogen
was thought to be the azide radical.

For the barium azide samples containing colloidal
gold Butters found that the induction period for the thermal
decomposition vas of the same length as that in the untreated
sample, but then there followed a prolonged period where the

normal acceleration was not observed. Butters interpreted
this as being due to the gold providing deeper traps for
electrons than the onion vacancies, and so the Mechanism of
nuclear growth was inhibited. The gold lowered the activation
energy for thermal decomposition from 74 to 50 kcal/mole.
The thermal decomposition of calcium azide was first
studied by Andreev (1934)* He found that the salt decomposed
according to a cubic aceeleratory law, after an initial
induction period. Marke (1937) feted to confirm the observations of Andreev, even to the extent of obtaining an exponential
relation between pressure and time in place of the cubic law.
Both of these workers remarked on the formation of varying
amounts of calcium nitride during the decomposition..
Recently both Garner and Reeves (1955) and Tompkins
and Young (1957) have reinvestigated the thermal decomposition
of calcium azide. Using carefully purified samples, Garner
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and Reeves found results similar to those of Andreev belay
100°
0.

They found that they could repeat the results of

Macke by deliberately adding transition metal impurities to
the azide samples.
Tompkins and Young (1957) thermally decomposed both
fresh and well-aged calcium azide. Very fresh material obeyed
a simple cubic law. For the decomposition of well-aged material
the expression p'=-. k(t - to)3 118,8 applicable. In a split
ran the value of the pre-exponential factor varied with the
temperature of the first section.
The thermal decomposition of strontium azide was

studied by Yaggs (1939), who found a marked induction period
followed by an acceleration of the reaction. The induction
period was shortened by exposure to the emission from radium.
Garner and Reeves (1955) found that the decomposition followed
a third-power law.
The_Dhotalssie of amides.
The first studies of the effects of radiation on
asides were those of Gunther, Lepin and Andrnv (1930) who

investigated the effects of X-rays on barium amide. The
salt decomposed under irradiation, with the formation of nitrogen
and solid barium nitride.
Huller and Brous (1933) reported that sodium azide

decomposed under the action of ultra-violet light. The
threshold wavelength for the decomposition was approximately
405 my., and the rate was directly proportional to the intensity
of the irradiation. Garner and Maggs (1939) reported that
there was en evolution of nitrogen from barium azide which.
had been subjected to the action of ultra-violet light.
Their observation of an induction period between the start of
irradiation and the evolution of nitrogen from the sample was
probably due to the use of a relatively insensitive method
of pressure measurements as all other workers have found that
gas is evolved immediately.
Thomas and Tompkins (1951)a made a detailed study
of the photodecomposition of barium aside using a low pressure
mercury lamp. Their results can be summarised as follows:
nitrogen was evolved at a constant rate at constant temperature
and intensity of irradiation; the rate was proportional to
the square of the intensity of irradiation; the rate increased
in a'complexmanner with temperature at constant intensity of
irradiation.
Their determinations of the activation energies for
photolysis showed that there Were two processes occurring tele':
the temperatures at which the purely thermal decomposition
became apprediahle. Between -52 and -106°G the apparent

3,3*

activation energy of the reaction was zero, while between
-.52 and 45°C the activation energy was 4.5 kcal/mole. On
irradiating fresh barium aside they found that the rate of
the reaction decreased over the first fifteen to twenty minutes
of irradiation before attaining a practically constant rate,

which slightly decreased overlong periods. They considered
that the observed rate of photolysis of fresh barium azide.
was composed of two processes* the first was predominant
initially but fell rapidly to zero and the rate was proportional
to the intensity; the second process accelerated to a constant
rate and vas proportional to the square of the intensity.
The absorption of radiation was thought to result in the elevation of electrons to an excitor level, and reaction resulted
from the bimolecular reaction of trapped excitons.
azide
The photolysis of potassium/with a low-pressure mercury
lamp (L.P, lamp) was investigated by Jacobs and Tompkins (1952)a
and it was shown that there were many similarities in the modes
of photochemical deconposition of potassium and barium azidee.
The rate of photolysis at constant temperature and intensity,
after an initial acceleration over the first five minutes of
an irradiation, was constant, As in the case of barium azide,
the rate of photolysis was proportional to the square of the
intensity, and there were two sections to the activation energy
graph, **owing the existence of two processes. Below 1°C
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the activation energy for photolysis was 700 cal/mole, while
above this temperature it was 2.7 kcal/Mole.
The failure to detect any photoconductance in pellets
of potassium and barium asides under ultra-violet irradiation
eliminated any mechanism of photolysis involving the production
of conduction electrons, and a meebaniera very similar to that
proposed for barium azide by Thomas and Tompkins (1951)a
adequately accounted for the results obtained,
Cunningham (1958) considered that there vas a possibility
of a radiation-induced back-reaction occurring during the
photolysis of asides. Accordingly, he investigated the
kinetics of the photolysis of sodium, potassimm.and strontium
asides under such conditions that a vacuum of 10-6 mm of
mercury was maintained over the surfaces of the samples during
the course of the reactiomy under which conditions the reverse
reaction should largely be preventec4 The light-source used
in this investigation was a 300 watt, high-pressure mercury
arc, the output of which was focused through a quartz lens
and filtered through Chance 0X7 filter which transmitted in
the region between 2300 R and 4100

R.

He found that the rate of the reaction decreased
initially for fresh samples of any of the three asides, but
then became linear after from five to fifteen minutes, depending on . the conditions. Previous degassing at temperatures of

up to 250°C reduced, but did not completely remove, the initial
deceleratory period of the reaction, The duration of the
irradiations performed by Cunningham were usually net' in excess
of twenty minutes. The rate of the (a 4- 1)th irradiation
vas always lower for similar conditions than that of the nth
irradiation. !II e-xponential rel7tion between the rate of
photolysis under standard conditions and the total gas evolved
in previous irradiations was developed, and from the smooth
curves thus obtained the expected rate of gas evolution under
the stnridard conditions could be determined for any amount
of total previous decomposition.
The dependence of the rate of photolysis on temperature
vac determined for each of the three amides and Cunningham
found, in agreement with both Thanes

rqui

Tompkins (1951)a

and Jacobs and Tompkins (1952)al that there wore two sections
to the activation energy graphs: below 0°0 there was a very
slight dependence of the rate on temperature, succeeded
above 00C by a strongly temperature-dependent region.
Cunninghan measured the activation energies for photolysis for
each of the three asides and obtained values of 12.9 and

5.2

kcal/mole for potassium and sodium asides respectively over
the temperAure range 0° - 25000, and- 6.2 kcal/mole for
strontium amide over the range 00 - 80°C.
When irradiated with-the ultreieviolet lamp at a
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temperature of -170°C, samples of sodium ride developed a
stv blue colour. Tho irradiation was continued for several
hours and the scmple was then allowed to warn slowly up to room.
temparaturo. Tho rate of evolution of gas was followed as
a function of the temperature to see if any bursts of gas
evolution occurred at particular temperatures corresponding to
the decomposition of unstable intermediates in

reaetion.

The rates of gas evolution were particularly observed during
the disappearance of the blue colour at .30°C to detect any
possible evolution of nitrogen connected with the destruction
of the FL-centres, but none was found.
ratters (1959) investigated the kinetics of the
photolysis of barium aside with particular reference to the
changes in rate with incrwsing degree of decomposition and
rate-intensity relationships. When using, a high pressure
mercury arc (H.P. lcmp)„ he found that a constant rate of
photolysis was rapidly attained with a fresh sample of barium
aside, but that successive irradiations of about ton minutes
duration on the sane sample showed decreasing rates of photolysis
in accordance with the results of Cunningham (1958), who,

however, used a different light source. The rate of photolysis
was directly dependent on the intensity.

When the degree

of decomposition of the sample had reached approximately i0r4
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further irradiations with the H.F. lamp showed that the rate
of the photolysis was increasing during a run. At a degree
of decomposition betmean 10 2 and 107'3 the rate became constant
and varied as the square root of the intensity.
Salt irradiated with the L.P. lamp gave a constant
rate of photolysis and successive irradiations gave reproducible
results. The rate varied with the square of the intensity,
in agreement id th Thomas and Tcmpkins (19506
The results of this work were reported by Jacobs,
Tompkins and Young (1959). A kinetic model which was suggested
for the photolysis accounted for the observed effects. Irradia—
tion with the L.P. arc was assumed to cause the formation of
either
excitons. These excitone/lost energy thermally to the lattice
until they cum to rest and the electron reverted to the ground
state with the emission of phonons or they became trapped at
suitable crystal imperfections. The trapped exciton had a
characteristic lifetime before it reverted first to an unlocalised
state and then to the ground state. During its lifetime it
could, however, either react with a mobile exciton to give
nitrogen at a rate proportional to the square of the intensity,
or, on receipt of sufficient energy, dissociate into a positive
hole and an electron which would ultimately recombine at traps.
The long wavelength tail of the band, which starts
at 2400 X extends for a considerable distance, and when the
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'eat was irradiated with light of wavelengths lying between
2600 and 3300

R,

excite= were formed at special sites which

were not regenerated during the course of the reaction. This
mechanism was assumed to be operative during the irradiation
of the fresh salt with the B.P. arc, when the rate vas found
to decrease with increasing extent of decomposition. As the
reaction proceeded the effect of light of wavelength greater
than 3300 X became progressively more noticeable. The absorp—
tion was associated with the transfer of electrons from adjacent
azide ions to microscopic metal specks, to give positive holes
trapped next to negatively charged metal nuclei. During the
lifetime of the trapped positive holes they could react with
adjacent azide ions to produce nitrogen at a rate directly
proportional to the intensity.
In view of the discrepancies in the results obtained
by previous workers, Pai Verneker (1962) conducted a further
investigation into the mode of photolytic decomposition of
barium azide. The photolysis was investigated as a fraction
of the nature of the radiation source, the intensity of the
irradiation, the pressure of the nitrogen gas above the sample,
temperature and the impurity content of the samples. The
results of thisatudy have been reported by Jacobs, Tompkins
and Pai Verneker (1962).
Pai Vernoker found that when fresh barium azide was
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irradiated with ultra-violet light, irrespective of the experi—
mental conditions, the rate of the reaction dedreased with
increasing extent of decomposition, reached a minimum value,
before increasing and eventually becoming constant. Gas
continued to be evolved when irradiation ceased. On performing
a subsequent irradiation on the same sample under the same
conditions, the rate of photolysis started off at theTd11011
value of the first runs and then increased in an analogous
manner to that found during the first run, achieving the same
constant rate.
When irradiated at a temperature lower than .35°C
no change was observable in the sample, but when irradiation
was stopped and the sample was allowed to warm up to —35°C
a burst of nitrogen was evolved and the colour of the sample
changed from white to violet. As the temperature of the
sample was increased further another burst of gas was evolved
at —5°C and the violet colour disappeared.
The rate of photolysis was proportional to the square
of the intensity of irradiation when the light was of wavelength
shorter than 3500 5. With light of wavelength greater than
3500 Ry the rate of photolysis was found to be proportional
to the intensity and the rate approached zero with increasing
extent of decomposition, In. the shorter wavelength region
the activation energies for the various stages in the photolysis
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were as follows: 4.5 kcal/mole for the fresh salt; 9 kcal/mole'
in the region of minimum photolytic rate, and 20 kcal/mole
in the constant rate region. When using light of wavelength
greater than 3500 R the activation energy for photolysis in
the constant rate region was found to be 37 kcal/mole.
The nature of the initial excitation under the action
of the 2537 R light from the L.P.lamp, was, in the light
of the recent work by Deb (1961), considered to be the formation
of an excited aside ion, Longer wavelengths could also cause
the formation of excited aside ions but the absorption co—
efficient was greatly reduced in the longer wavelength regions.
The mechanism proposed by Pai Verneker was that
trapped excited aside ions reacted bimolecular*. and in doing
so the trapping sites were used up and not regenerated. Thus
the rate of the reaction decreased.
The acceleratory portion of the reaction was caused
by the build-tp of small barium nullei in the sample. Electron
transfer, to these nuclei from adjacent aside ions produced
positive holes which also reacted to form nitrogen. The
acceleration stopped when the barium metal nuclei aggregated
and their energy levels became those of the bulk metal..
The results of the warm—up experiments performed on
barium aside which had been irradiated at low temperature
suggested the existence of unstable intermediates in the
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reaction process. The production of nitrogen was thought to
occur in two steps which involved the W1: and N2 ionic species
which have been identified by Shuskus et at (1960), Wylie et
al (1962), and other workers (see section 1.9), as occurring
in the alkali metal amides when they were irradiated with
ultra-violet light at the temperature of liquid nitrogen.
Dodd (1961) studied the photolysis of sodium amide
nnlrg radiation intesities two orders of magnitude lower than
those employed by Tompkins and his associates, and was thus
able to investigate the initial stages of the photolysis,
when the sample was still relatively pure. Dodd calculated
the quantum efficiencies for the photolysis as 0.040 for
photolysis of the surface layer and 0.12 for a partially
decomposed sample. The initial stages of the reaction were
found to be first order with respect to the light intensity.
The evolution of nitrogen was considered to result from the
diffusion of active sites from as deep as a few hundred
lattice constants within the crystallites to free surfaces
where they reacted to form nitrogen. A mechanism was proposed,
based on Thibmas and Tompkins (1951)aoxciton scheme. Dodd
(unpublished work 1960) thermally decomposed sodium amide
in the ionisation chamber of amass spectrometer and found
some evideaCe that in the higher temperature ranges the nitrogen
evolved from the sample was almost completely in the form

of
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nitrogen atoms..
1.8. Decomeoeitions wader electron bombardment.
Moller and Brous (1933) performed a preliminary
investigation of the decomposition of sodium azide by electron
bombardment.
Groocock and Tompkins (1954) brought about the decom.,
position of solid barium and sodium amides by electron bombardment with an accelerating potential between 100 and 200 volts.
They also measured theaffect of short-period pre-bombardment on
the subsequent thermal decomposition of the barium salt.
Inmost respects the effect was similar to that produced by
pre-irradiation with ultra-violet light.
Decomposition undor bombardment proceeded by the
ejection of electrons from the azide ions into the conduction
band followed by the reaction of the positive holes with
adjacent amide ions to produce nitrogen.
1.9. Electron min resonance ptudies on the amides.
Electron spin resonance (ESR) experiments on the
alkali metal amides irradiated at low temperature have revealed
the presence of a number of different centres. .
Shuskus, Young, Gilliam and Levy (1960) irradiated
potassium azide with ultra-violet light or 0o6°?-rays at
room temperature, and they found an ESR which they attributed
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to an NZ ion, most probably in a linear configuration.
In a later series of measurements Wylie, Shuskus,
Young and Gilliam (1962) exposed potassium aside crystals to
the \,d-ray radiations from Co6° and to ultra-violet light at
77°K. In the gamma ray irradiated specimens two new defects
were found and identified as trapped nitrogen atoms and N-2'
molecule-ions. The concentrations of these two defects were
several times larger than that of the NZ ion. Under ultraviolet irradiation at 77°K the 112 and the Ni ions were produced
but the nitrogen atoms were not observed. The paramagnetic
centre attributed to the nitrogen atoms was stable at 160°K,
but disappeared completely at 196°K. Since this defect required
the high energy of the gamma ray for its formatbn, the trapped
atoms could be located interstitially - a suitable site would
be an interstitial position lying bntween two cations.
The Nz defect had spectra characteristic of a single
unpaired electron associated with a pair of nitrogen nuclei
in two equmi y populated magnetic sites.
Uhen a gamma-ray irradiated crystal van warmed up
from 77° to 196°K the spectrum due to the nitrogen atoms
disappeared while the intensity of the N7 ions increased by
a factor of five and that of the increased by a factor of
two. Further annealing at 196°K showed that the intensity
of the N7 Was increasing while that of the fl was decreasingo-

The concentration of the 114 vas a maximum when the 112 had just
disappeared. When the crystal was allowed to stand at room`.
temperature for approximately sixteen hours the intensity of
the tr
ifr spectrum was reduced by 5014
Irradiation of sodium amide with a mercury are at
573°K produced colloidal metal particles in the salt.
Miller (1960) and King, Carlson, Miller and McMillan (1961)
observed the ESR of the conduction electrons of the sodium.
Miller confirmed this finding by speotrophotonetric identificem
tion of the 'sodium
Ultraviolet radiation on sodium azide at 77c1K
produced 13-.centres which were identified both by absorption
studies by Cunningham and Tompkins (1959) and by the ER
absorption. by. Carillon, King and Miller (1961). King, Carlson,
Miller and McMillan (1961) found an ESR attributed to a nitrogen
atom trapped at an interstitial site in potassium codas irradiated
with X.rays at 77°X. The ESR bleached rapidly at 196°K.
King, Miller,, Carlson and MAllen (1961) extended
the original measurements and conducted thermal and optical
bleaching experiments on sodium azide which had been irradiated
at low temperature with ultra-violet light.

ThekY wore calf.

to correlate the optical bands with the ESR data. The main
result's of their investigation have been dealt with previously.
Floret, Anderson and MIlligan (1962) found three types
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of paramagnotic centres in potassium aside irradiated at
77°K with ultra-violet light. Two of the centres were
identified from their Ea. as being due to an unpaired electron
associated with nitrogen nuclei. .These two centres wore the
ICI; and the NI ions. The NZ centre was thought to consist of
an unpaired spin asoociated with a planar configuration of
four nitrogen atoms. The linos due to the Ni but not those
due to the NI centre disappeared when the sample was warmed to
room temperature and immediately returned to 77°K. When the
fourteen
sample was maintained at 195°K for/hours the intensity of the
N2 resonance decreased to 55% of its valv.e at 77°K, while the
TT' resonance decreased by 30%.
The rate of growth of the centres under irradiatLon
was measured. It was found that under an intensity of
irradiation of approximately 7 x1014 photons/an2sec, the
concentration of the N: centre increased over a period of
about five hours and then remained constant, while the concentration of then" centre increased at a linear rate throughout the experiment.
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Chanter 2.
pxuerlmeAtells;
2.1. The preparation and puriftention of the asides.
A dilute solution (C10%) of hydrazoic acid was
prepared by the distillation of a solution of sodium aside
in water to which dilute sulphuric acid was slowly added, in
the manner described by Browne (1939). This method of
preparation is not without hazard even when modified in the
manner recommended by Kemp (1959). Therefore, in the latter
stages of this work the hydrazoic acid was prepared a scribed
by Bryant and Rosenwasser (1962), by passing an approximately
10% solution of crude sodium.azide solution through tho hydrogen
form of a strongly acid ion-exchange resin. The resulting
hydrazoic acid solution left no residue on evaporation and was
colourless, indicating that there was no contamination by iron
as the red colour of the ferric—aside complox is readily
detectable even in very dilute solutions.
Potassium azide was prepared initially by distilling
hydrazoic acid vapour directly onto AR potassium hydroxide.
Large amounts of potassium aside were required for purification
by recrystallisation and it was subsequently found more convenient
to prepare it by the method involving the use of butyl nitrite
and hydrazine hydrate used by Viller and Audrieth (1946).
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Sodium aside is availably commercially from several Chemical
supply houses.
Both the sodium and the potassium asides were re—
crystallised at least three times by dissolving them in the
minimum amount of distilled water at 40°C, kept acid to litmus
paper by the addition of dilute hydrasoic acid. The solutions
were filtered while hot and the aside was precipitated by
cooling to 0°C and adding absolute alcohol and ether. After
filtering, the solid was washed with cold absolute alcolal
followed by anhydrous ether. The salts were dried and
stored in vacuo over phosphorus pentoxido. reforo use they
were finely ground in an agate mortar.

The soluble inorganic asides hydrolyse fairly readily
in solution, even at room temperature, and so recrystallisations
had. to be carried out an quickly as possible. On standing,
solutions of sodium, potassium and strontium asides were found
to take on a yellow colour. Despite an extensive investiga.
'ion Merone (1960) failed to identify the impurity or the
product of hydrolysis responsible. McCrono found that the
only other solvent for the alkali asides was ethylene glycol,
but the use of this substance offered no advantage over water
as a medium for rocrystallisation.
The solubility of potassium aside is such that it
was possible to recryetallise it by rapidly cooling to 0°C
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a solution which had been saturated at 44°C, and filtering
off the resulting batch of crystals. These were washed with
a few drops of ice—cold water, and dried and stored over
phosphorus pentoxide in vacuo.
The potassium aside, particularly when prepared by
the butyl nitrite method wasfrequently slightly yellow in
colour, despite the fact that it had been recrystallised several
times.

However, it was found that the substance responsible

for the yellow colour, presumably the same as that which
caused solutions of the asides to become yellow on standing
was more insoluble in alcoholic solutions than the pure azidei
and could thus be seearated out. The potassium aside obtained
in this manner was pure white in colour.
The sodium aside, after recrystallisation was in
the form of a finely divided white powder.
The strontium aside was part of a batch supplied to
Cunningham (1958) by the Minbtry of Supply at Waltham Abbey.
The batch was at least five years old and was used without
further purification.
Larium aside, was prepared by treating barium hydroxide
with dilute hydrasoic acid and recrystallising the resulting
barium_ aside from water/alcohol.
2.2. The Vacuum Lkne
The photolytic decomposition of the asides can most
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conveniently be followed by measuring the rate of evolution
of nitrogen from the samples under vacuum, and this vas the
method used in this research.
The vacuum line used in the photolysis is shown in
figure 1. It consisted of a pumping system comprising a
two-stage mercury diffusion pump backed by a two-stage rotary
oil pump. A vacuum of 1076;mm of mercury was obtained with
ease. Pressure measurements of the evolved nitrogen were
made with pirani gauges.
The apparatus was designed so that photayses could
be carried out both with the evolved gas accumulating over
the samples and with the evolved gas being continuously
pumped away during the reaction so that the sample was under
vacuum. In the former case the rate of pressure inoreame •
over the sample was measured on pirani 2, while in the latter
case the rat© of evolution of nitrogen was measured on pirani
1.

These two methods are referred to as "station and "fie"

respectively.
There are two possible sources of error in the design
of the dynamic systems first the. volume of the section of
the apparatus into which the evolved gas is pumped lies between
the cut-off C1 and the higleflow pressure interface of the
mercury diffusion pump 2. The position of this interface
might vary with the backing pressure of the pump.- Secondly,
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the rate of arrival of gas at pirani 1 might differ from the
rate of evolution of gas from the sample.
The first objection was minimised by keeping the
volume of the dynamic section large compared to the volume of
the diffusion pump and restricting pressure measurements in
the dynamic system to small pressure ranges veil within the
o-'orating characteristics of the diffusion pump. The fact
that the calibrated volume of the dynamic system did not vary
with pressure confirmed the validity of this method of following
the photolytic reaction. The method had been used previously
with success by both Pei Verneker (1962) and Cunningham (1958).
Vorneker used an identical diffusion pump and found that the
pumping speed of gas from the static into the dynamic system
was satisfactorily high.
The second objection cannot be rigorously excluded,
but the system was so designed that the diffusion pump had
a pumping rate fast enough to keep an effective pressure of
106 min of mercury over the sample during the course of the
reaction.
The volumes of the photolysis sections of the apparatus
must be known for the calculation of the absolute rates of
reaction. They were determined by allowing known volumes of
gas at knownpressure to expand frem.the calibrated bulbs, and
then rerieasurirg the pressure.
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The pirani gauges consisted of cylindrical bulbs
2.2 an. in diameter and approximately 2b 'cm. long, carrying
pinch-seals at the upper ends through which passed two tungsten
rods to which the filaments wore attached. The filaments were
approximately 100 ohm tungsten spirals. The pirani. gauges
were immersed in slurries of solid carbon dioxide in commercial
ethyl alcohol. Extensions of the tubes above the pinch seals

were provided so tint the gauges could be deeply immersed in
the refrigerant, thus minimising the temperature gradients
over the lengths of the actual measuring bulbs. Before use
the gauges wore oatgassed with heating tapes. Protective
traps were kept filled with liquid oxygen at all times.
The pirani gauges were operated at constant voltage
in a standard Whecbtone bridge circuit. The sensitivity of
the gauges was approAmataly 2 T: ld"na. of merami per am.
The pirani gauges were calibrated asainst the VeLeed gauge

in the range from 0 to 1 micron. The calibration curves for
the pirani gauges are given in figures 2 and 3. Corrections
were made for the =all day to day variations in the best
vacuum resistance roach: s. The relation between the pressure
and the resistance is linear between 0 and 1 micron pressure.

• Previous workers had found that irradiation caused
the temperature of the salt to rise above that of the bath
in which the reaction cell was immersed. For this reason
it was necessary to measure the temperature of the salt directly
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by means of a copper-constantan thermocouple with the junction
imbedded in the sample.
2.3. The Wht /sources.
The sources of ultra-violet light used in this
study were a lour-pressure mercury lamp and a high-pressure
mercury arc.
The output of the low-pressure lamp consisted of
over 98% of the 2537 ° line with less intense lines at 1849,
2345, 2482, 2650, 2967, 3130, 3650, 4047, 4358, 5770 and
5791 2.
The high-pressure lamp emitted an almost continuous
spectrum from the infra-red down into the near ultraviolet
in addition to the principal lines. Considerable selfabsorption of the 2537 2 resonance line occurred. The lines
at 2345 end 2482 were present in the unfiltered output of
the H.P. lamp. The considerable proportion of infra-red
radiation in the output of the high-pressure lamp necessitated
the use of a heat-absorbing filter if excessive surface heating
of the sample was to be avoided. The filter used for this
purpose was either a quartz cell containing tap water or a
Chance Cli22 filter, depending on the wavelength region required.
The transmission curve for the 0022 filter is given
in figure 4.
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The intensity of the low pressure lamp could be
varied by chnnging the current in the primary of the transformer
supplying it. The lamp was calibrated using a Kipp thermopile.
The thermopile readirts in mV. at various lamp currents are
plotted in figure 5. The sensitivity of the thermopile
was 380 my per joule cM-2 seel at 5500 2 and fell to 359 mV

ea-2 sec-1 at 253?

Thus, the number of quanta an sec-1

with which the salt was irradiated was given by the thermopile
l5
assuming that all the
emf inlay multiplied by 3.5 x:10
radiation was of wavelength 2537 5t.
2.4. ..:49.1t
Tlrocedurefolloved in a tzpiteal phoMjsis experiment.

0.5 gram of the aside sample was weighed out and
spread evenly on the flat bottom of the photolysis cell and

packed down with a spatula. The thermocouple junction was
arranged to be just covered by the salt.
A nspectrosil" silica window was fixed onto the flat
top of the cell with Araldite, and the adhesive was allowed to
harden overnight, before the cell was fixed to the vncuum
line by means of the standard joint. Apiezont46 wax was used
in this joint in preference to the more coramiky used picein.
The 1,,6 was found to be superior to the Picein in that it had
greater physical strength and did not shrink away from the
glass.
The cell was evacuated for approximately eighteen
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hours, by which time the outgassing rate, as measured on the
pirani gauge, was loss than 1

x 1(0

mm. of mercury per minute.

Before any readings were taken the pirani gauge .
was allowed at least thirty minutes to reach stability after
filling the surrounding dewar vessel with a slurry of cardice
and ethyl alcohol and turning on the stabilised power supply.
The traps were filled with liquid oxygen. The pirani and
traps were topped-up with cardice and oxygen respectively
every ten minutes during measurements.
The outgassing rate of the system was always measured
before commencing an irradiation, and while this was betg
done the ultra-violet lamp was allowed to warm up.

A warm-

up period of at leastAftemsdnutes was necessary with the
high-pressure lamp.

. The shutter shielding the salt from the light was
removed and the rate of evolution of nitrogen was followed as
a function of time.• The observed rates of photolysis were
always corrected for the outgassing rate of the system.
2.5. The ujeasurement of activation energies.
Irreproducibility of photolytic rates prevented the
determination of activation energies using several runs at
different temperatures and at constant intensity► of irradiation.
It was therefore necessary to use a split-run technique.

As the rate at constant temperature and intensity was not
constant over prolonged periods, the photolytic rates were
determined in the following manner: the photolytic rate,
corrected for the outgassing of the system, was determined
at a standard temperature, then at the required temperature,
and immediately

at the standard temperature. The average

of the photolytic rates at the standard temperature was
calculated. The logarithm of the ratio of the rate at.the .
required temperature to the average rate at the standard
temperature was plotted against the reciprocal of the absolute
temperature, and the activation energy for the process was
calculated from the akpe of the resulting graph.
An objection is that as gas continues to be evolved
after irradiation of a sample has ceased, the photolytic rate
in one section of the determination might be rendered inaccurate
by the "dark rate" from the previous section. It is considered
however, that the use of the mean rate at -ii:+tandard temperature
largely eliminated this source of error.
2.6. Tho determination of the dependence of the photolytic

rate on the intensity of „irradiation.
Both u split-run and a separate-runs method were
used for the determination of the dependence of the photolytic
rate on the intensity of the irradiation, although it is
realised that both methods have limitationsIn the split-run method the rates were affected by
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the dark rate of the previous section. The error was less
noticeable when the intensity of irradiation was increased

than when it was decreased and so the measurement was always
performed with increasing intensities.
However, the general irreproducildittir of photolytic
rates rendered the marate—run method inaccurate.
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Chanter 3.
Resulitg
In this and the succeeding Chapter the term "fresh"
salt is used to describe aside samples which have not previously
been exposed to the action of ultra-violet radiation, while
"irradiated" salt is salt which has been previously exposed.
"New" salt is that which was used within two weeks of the
date of .the final reerystallisation, and "aged" salt refers
to samples which were older than a month. The period of time
of two weeks is not critical and cannot be accurately specified

as the ageing process was gradual and Continuous over at least
three months. However, it can be stated with reasonable
accuracy that a sample not older than two weeks showed approximately
the behaviour of completely fresh material. In addition, a
period of at least two weeks was necessary to perform a useful
series of experiments on any particular batch of a material.
The difference between experiments performed under
static and under dynamic conditions has been explained in the .
previous chanter.
3.1. Irradiatiqp+erformed, with thk low pressgre lame at

conatantAntensity and temnerature.
All the experiments described in this section were
performed with the reaction cell surrounded with a bath of
pure, melting ice. Under irradiation the temperature of the
sample was found to rise somewhat above 00 0, to approximately
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2°C, depending on the intensity of the radiation.

4aosium aside.
When fresh potassium aside was irradiated with the
vafiltered output of the L.P. lamp, under either static or
dynamic conditions, there was an initial rapid evolution of
nitrogen, the rate of which decreased and reached a minimum
value after approximately one hour, corresponding to a degree
of decomposition,°(, of approximately 5 xl073. The rate
then increased with increasing extent of decomposition, reached
a maximum at &C= 5 x16-2 decreased slightly and then remained

sensibly constant. Figure 6 dhows the rate—time curves for
prolonged irradiations of potassium azide under static and
dynamic conditions. It can be seen from the figure that the
minima in the rate—time curves occurred at approximately the

same degree of decomposition for the two experiments, but that
the extent of the increase in rate after the minimum was greater
and more prolonged under static than under dynamic conditions.
This dhows that the gaseous nitrogen above the potassium aside
had same effect on the reaction.
As explained in the previous chapter the pirani
gauges were always used in the range where the relation between
R and the pressure was linear. Thus, when the gas pressure
in the system rose above the maximum of the linear range, it
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was necessary to evacuate the system.

On plotting the rate

of pressure int:ream/1'dr a static irradiation on potassium
azide versus the time on a greatly enlarged scale, it was
noticed that when the accumulated nitrogen was removed fraa the
valued above the sample the rate of the reaction increased,
and that as the pressure of the nitrogen above the sample increased, the rate of the reaction decreased, only to increase again
when the system was next evacuated. See figure 7. This
phenomenon was superimposed on the normal acceleration shown
in figure 6.
The total degree of decopposition during the course
The result
of an irradiation was of the order of 1 x 10-1
of a second photolysis under identical conditions an a sample
which had been allowed to stand overnight under vacuum in the
dark, is illustrated in figure S. The rate of the reaction
started off at a low value which increased rapidly to the
minimum of the rate-time curve for the first irradiation,
after which it followed the same curve as the first photolysis
on the sample. The cause of this effect will subsequently
be referred to as "annealing". The figure also shows the
curve for a third irradiation on the same sample under identical
conditions. The shape of the curve was the same but the
overall rates of reaction were lowerw This was probably due
to consumption of the sample.
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On irradiating fresh potassium azide with the L.P.
lamp filtered through the water—filter, the initial deceleratoz7
reaction was still found but the rate of the reaction remained
constant at the minimum value as illustrated in figure 9.
Figure 9 also shows the curve for the second photolysis on,the
sample under the same conditions. The rate of the second
irradiation started off at a low value and increased over the
first hour of the irradiation and thereafter remained virtually
constant. The constant rate of the (n + 1)th irradiation

was always lower than that of the nth.
During irradiations at 0% regardless of the nature
of the light source, the colour of the samples changed from
white through blue to alight brown. The brown colour did
not change on annealing.
SojAym azide.
The rate—time curve for the photolysis of podium
azide with the L.P. lamp under dynamic conditions is shown
in figure 10. It can be seen that the salt showed an initial
deceleratory reaction after which the rate remained virtual17
constant at the minimum value. The characteristics of the
reaction were the same whether or not the water filter was used
and there was no difference between the results of photolyses
carried out under static and under dynamic conditions.

Figure 11 shows the behaviour of four successive
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photo]ysee under the semeccalditions. In each case the sample
was al cued to anneal overnight. In the second, third and
fourth experiments the rate of the reaction started off at a
low value which increased sharply over the first ten minutes
of the irradiation and thereafter more slowly throughout the
duration of the experiment. The rate of the (n 1)th
irradiation was always lower than that of the nth. In some
cases the rite of the second and subsequent photolyses on a
sample remained completey constant after the initial slight
rise, while in yet other instances the rate decreased very
slowly after the initial rise. The circumstances in which
sodium azido exhibited these various types of behaviour could
not be determined more exactly.
The colour of the sodium azide changed from white
to a faint yellow during the course of an irradiation at 0°0
or above.
Strontium azide.
Wien fresh strontium azide was irradiated with the
unfiltered L.P. lamp the characteristics of the reaction were
similar to those of the photolysis of potassium azide in that
there was an initial decelerator,' reaction, the rate of which
decreased to a minimum value after about an hour of irradiation,
corresponding to a degree of decomposition of approximately
1.5 x 1073. This value is approximate as only the top layer
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of the salt undergoes photolysis. The true value of the
degree of decomposition for the top layer only will probably
be considerably higher then this figure.
After the minimum, the :'ate of the reaction increased,
reached a maxima and then became constant at e( = 4 x 1073.
Figure 12 shows the results of static and dynamic photolysis
of strontium azide. As with sodium azide there wan no difference
between the results using the two different techniques. The

plot of the rate for the second photolytic (under the same
conditions) after the salt had been allowed to anneal overnight
is given in figure 13 for static conditions. As with potassium
amide, the rate of the reaction was initially low and increased
rapidly for aiout forty minutes and thereafter increased More
slowly in a mariner elinlogous to that of the first irradiation .
The constant rate attained by the second irradiation was rather
higher than that of the first irradiation.. Little significance
may be attached to this observation, however, as it nay
probably he ascribed to the general irreproducibility of the
kinetics.
Ilhen irradiations were performed at lower intensities,
the rates of reaction wore lowered and all events were prolonged,
but otherwise the characteristics of the reaction were unchanged.
On irradiating with the water filter interposed
between the sample and the L.P. lamp, the reaction still showed
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the initial deceleratory section but the rate remained constant
at the minimum value as found for potassium aside. Figure 14
fives the rate-time curves for an irradiation under these
conditions. The empty water filter produced the suns effect
as when filled with London tapwater. Figure 15 shows the
absorption spectra of the water filter both empty and full,
and it can be seen that the two curves are very similar over
the wavelength range investigated. Figure 16 shows the curve
for an irradiation with the L.P. lamp filtered throughthe
empty water filter. On removing the water filter in the
constant rate region, the rate was found to increase immediately
due to the increase in the intensity of irradiation end then
to increase slowly in the usual manner found after the minimum
rate period for en irradiation with the unfiltered output of
the L.P. lamp.
The colour of an irradiated sample was pinkish brown
Barium Aside.
In view of the differences found for potassium and
strontium aides when irradiated with the L.P. lamp plus the
water filter as opposed to the unfiltered output of the L.P.
lamp, it was decided to extend the measurements of Pai Verneker
(1962) on barium aside. Accordingly barium aside was
irradiated with the L.P. lamp through the water filter. The
results are shown in figure 17. After the initial deceleratory
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reaction, the rate became constant at the minimum value and
remained constant even on very prolonged irradiation. Pei
Verneker obtained similar results with the M.P. lamp filtered
through a Chance CT10 filter, which transmits in the region
between 3500 and 6500

2.

The figure dhows the effect of removing the water

filter during the constant rate period — the rate of the
reaction increased immediately and rapidly before becoming
constant.
3.2. Irradiations nerfsIrmed with the Meth n{ ;pure lamp at
constant intensity and temperature.

The series of experiments described in this section.
were performed with the reaction cell in a bath of pure melting
ice.
Potassium elide.
:hen potassium aside was irradiated with the H.P.

mercury lamp through the water filter the usual initial decelevp.
topy reaction was found, as shown in figure 18. AQ.Aer the
minimum there was a very slight increase in the rate, which
then became constant.
Sodium Aside,

The characteristics of the photolysis of sodium
amide with the H.P. lamp filtered through the water-filter
are shown in figure 19, and are seen to be similar to those
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found for irradiations with the L.P. lamp.

attontium aside.
In figure 20 is shlwn a plot of the photolytic rate
against time for irradiation of strontium aside with the
H.P. lamp plum the water-filter. There was an initial decelera-

tory reaction followed by an acceleratory section, after which
the rate became constant at a value greater than the initial
rate. On comparing figures 12 and 20 it is seen that the
was
minimum/more sharply defined and the acceleration more pronounced with the H.P. lamp than with the L.P. lamp.

3.3.

Irradiations nergOrmed with the high-,pressure lamp

fcylliowed by the loan-pressure lams.
Potassium aside.
When potassium aside was irradiated with the H.P.
lamp plus the OH22 filter (A03500 R) the rate of reaction
was constant from the start, as shown by the section AB of the
graph in figure 21. At the point B the high pressure lamp
was switched off and the unfiltered L.P. lamp substituted
for it. The photolytic rate immediately increased, BC, and
then decreased to a minimum rate at D, after which it increased
through DE, eventually becoming constant, EF. At the point
P the water filter was placed between the L.P. lamp and the
cell window, whereon the rate slowly decreased as shown by
the curve FG.
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Strontium aside.
An everiment similar to that described in the
proceeding section was performed on strontium aside. The
results are shown in figure 22. Irradiation with the H.P.

lamp through the 0122 filter gave an initial deceleratory
reaction as shown by the curve AB. The B.P. lamp was switched
off at the point B and the unfiltered L.P. leap substituted.

Tho rate of the reaction immediately increased to C, and
thereafter decreased to a minimum Palmed by an acceleration
to a constant rate region, as shown by the curve CDE. The
water filter was inserted in the light path at the point E,
whereon the rate of the reaction dropped rapidly and became
constant, according to the curve EL

Determfrnation of the acti!ation enveixt for Dhotoiysis
The two techniques used for the determination of
the activation energies for photolysis have been described in
the previous chapter, and were identified as "split run" and
"separate run" methods. !U activation energy determinations
have been made with the low pressure lamp.
Potassium aside.
The reproducibility of the photolytic rates for

n
identical experlaefts on fresh samples of the same batch of
potassium aside was not good enough for the determination of
activation energies by performing a series of runs at constant
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intensity and at different temperatures. It was thus necessary
to use the split-run method of measurement. Figures 23 and
24 show the results of two such activation energy- determinations
for potassium aside. There were two sections to the activation
energy graphs, the lines intersecting at approximately 000.
Below this temperature the activation energy was very low
less than I kcal/mole, while above this temperature the
activation energy was found to vary between 3.6 and 13.5
kcal/mole for determinations started when the reaction was
in the acceleratory period. In thei3onstant rate period the
activation energy was 9.9 kcal/mole. Measurements were made
both under dynanic and static conditions, with the L.P. lamp
alone and with the water-filter, on fresh and irradiated
samples and on new and aged potassium aside, no correlation
was found between the activation energy and any of the factors
mentioned above. Table IV summarises the results of twelve
split-run activation energy determinations.
§odium aside.
As for potassium aside, irreproducibility of photolytic
rates made it necessary to determine activation energies by
the split-run technique.
The plots for two split-run activation energy deter..
minations are given in figures 25 and 26, from which it can
be seen that there were two processes occurring. Below
0C the activation energy was low, of the order
approximately 0
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Table IV
Activation

..;.2 the
energies'f

o

e

with the low.-Dresolure lam?

F = fresh salt

A = acceleratory period
C = constant rate period
W = water filter used.

I = irradiated salt

D = dynamic
= static
MAE

above 0°C
kcal/mole

Et

E, below 0°9 0qpditions
calistqle

1

121 2

A/0,I,S

2

6.8

Ap I, So W

3

13.5

1,760

As it Doll

4
5

5.4

300

1,F, DpVi

6.8

6

6.0

300

Aso PtD

7

3.6

300

A, It D
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Am Ip S
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of 500 cal/mole, while above A it wan 4, kcal/mole.
The reoults of five activation energy determinations
are given in. Table V.
nrontliza, =Ade.
A sample of strontium aside was irradiated with the
unfiltered L.P. lamp until the constant rate period of the
reeetion.uus attained. The activation energy was determined
at this stage and found to be 3 kcal/mole. Ties graph is shown
in figure 27.
Zarlizi amide.
The activation energy for barium aside in the constant
rate. region was measured and found to be approximately 9
kcal/mole (figure 28).

3.5.

The denendence of the rate of photolysps on the intonsit7
of irradiation.
The oNperiments described in this section wore all

performed with the unfiltered L.P. lamp.
petassiga aside.
In an effort to determine whether the exponent n in
the relation R: = cIni (where it is the photolytic rate and I
in the intensity of irradiation) varied '4th the degree of
decomposition of the sample, a series pf photolyses was
performed with the unfiltered L.P. lamp on potassium azido
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Table V
Activation energies for the photolysis of sodium azide with
the low- pressure lama

= constant rato period
F = fresh salt

lumber
1
2

3
4
5

I = irradiated salt
D = dynamic condition

E. above 0°C E. below 0°C
cal/mole
keel/mole

4.3
4.9
3.3
3.9
3.9

ConditionN

C,T,D
C, I,

460

C,F,D
C,I,D
C,I,D
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samples. 1tto runs, under idontiCal conditions worn performed
on iech sample. Tho initial rates, the rates after ono hour
and the rates after two hours of irrndintion woro determined
and their logarithms Were plotted against the logaritirns of
the rolativo intensities of irraditiont as shown in figures
29 and 30. For both the f

set of runs and the second

sot of runs the exponent n appeared to be 0,5 initially and to
increase to 1.4 and to 1.9 respectively as the photolysis
proceeded.

Due to the generel irreproducibility of photolytic

rates this result =mot, however, be rogarded. as sovlete/Ir
lraliable.
odttt aziclo.

clarion of runs was performed on frOsh samplos of
sodium azido at different intensities of irradiation an1 tho
vnluo of tho ozponent nut= calculatvl for the various staes
in the reaction. The rates of reaction were rend at constant
degrees of decomposition4 The graph of log I versus log(rAte)
is given in figure 31. Tho rate of the photolysis was found
to vary as the (intensity)Oathrouchout the conrse of the
roaction4
Strcint4M114At
ti.
lbe intensity dependence of the photolytic rate for
strontium aside wan detormined in two tram a fresh samplo
was photolymcd until the constant rate period was attained
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and then the intensity of the irradiation was increased.
The constant rates at the two intensities of irradiation were
extrapolated back to the some time and n was found to be 0.9.
The second deteraination was made by using the results
of two irradiations of fresh samples at different intensities.
The initial, minimum and constant rates wore read off for each
of the runs and n was calculated. For the initial stage of
the reaction n = 0.2, which increased to 0.9 at the minimum
rate period and remained unchanged thereafter. However, the
initial, rates of photolysis of various fresh samples were not
generally very reproducible.
3.6. The dark reaction.
when an irradiation of any of the three azides was
stopped, nitrogen continued to be evolved fro" the sample
at a rate lower than that found during irradiation. The rate
of the evolution decreased sharply over the first three or
four minutes, but for the following five minutes or so remained
virtually constant. In figures 32,.33 and 34 are plotted the
"dark rates" as fractions of the light rates at cessation of
irrnfW,tion,for each of the three azidea under investigation
and for the various light sources. It can be seen that the
dark rates for potassium azide were generally higher than those
for strontium azide. Ulan strontium azide was irradiated
with the H.P. lamp through the water-filter the dark. rate was
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abnormally low.
A series of experiments was performed on fresh
potassium aside samples under different intensities of
irradiation and the dependence of tho dark rate on the intensity
of the irradiation causing it was measured. The exponent n

in the relation, was found to be approximately 2. See figure 35.
An attempt was made to measure the activation energy
for the dark rate of sodium azide and also the dependence on
the intensity of the previous irradiation. The results of
these two measurements are shown in figures 36 and 37. The
activation energy for the dark rate appeared to be sero and
it was apparently directly dependent on the intensity of the
previous irradiation. The activation energy for the dark
rate could not be measured by the split-run technique as the
rate varied too rapidlywilitime.
The dark rate in potassium aside was particularly

prolonged and over ten hours at roan temperature was required
before the original outgassing rate of the apparatus was
regained after an irradiation.
Because of the existence of the dark reaction, the
interval between experiments on the same sample had to be in
excess of twelve hours for potassium aside and eight hours
for sodium and strontium asides if the rates are not to be
affected by the dark reaction from the previous irradiation.
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3.7. Irradiate ijth the 4pw-uteqaure lamp at low temoerature20
and warm-up exmriments.
For low temperature irradiations a special cell was
constructed with the body 15 cm. in length so that it could
be well immersed in a liquid nitrogen bath. The lowest
0
temperature attainable vas in the region of -150 0.
Rtaseium
then a sample of potassium azide was irradiated with
the L.P. lamp at -150°0, nitrogen was evolved immediately and
the variation of the reaction rate with increasing extent of

decomposition is shown in figure 38. During the course of
the irradiation the sample turned a deep lilac colour which
disappeared when the eunple was allowed to warm-up to room
temperature. A sample of potassium azide was irradiated at
low temperature for an hour and allowed to warm-up slowly to
room temperature in the dark while the rate of evolution of
gas was followed as a function of the temperature. No
bursts of gas were found at any particular temperature which
might correspond to the decomposition of an unstable intermediate in the reaction. The lilac colour disappeared when
the temperature of the sample reached 0°C.
The irradiation was not carried beyond the start
of the aceeleratory section because of the large consumption
of liquid nitrogen and difficulties introduced by the condensation
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of moisture on the window of the reaction cell.

sodium aside.
A sky-blue colour developed in a sample of sodium
aside after irradt7tion at -150°C and nitrogen was evolved
in the manner depicted in figure 39. The rate of gas
evolution during warm-up to room temperature was observed,
particularly in the region where the blue colour disappeared
(at about -30°C) to detect any possible evolution during the
destruction of the F-centres, but none was found.

Strontium_ aside.
Uhen a fresh sample of strontium aside was irradiated
with the L.P. lamp at a temperature of -150°C, nitrogen was
evolved immediately, and the rate-time curve for the
irradiation is given in figure 40. During the course of the
irradiation the colour of the sample turned from white to
a light brown with pinkish tinges.
3.8. The affect of the ingernokatipA of AmeRlities isq sodium

mug:
A series of sodium aside samples was precipitated
from solutions approximately 0.0514 in (1) FoCi3, (2) NaOH,
(3) Na2Cd3 and (4) Nedl. The ferric chloride and the sodium
chloride solutions were kept acid to litmus paper by the
addition of dilute hydrazoic acid solution. The photolytic
behaviour of these samples was compared with the behaviour of
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Fizure 38
Rate versus time curve for the irradiation at
potassium azido faith the unfiltered L.P. lamp and the
reaction cell cooled in liquid nitrogen. Sample temperature
wan -150%
l'igure 39
The same experiment on sodium aside.
FAgure
The samo experiment on strontium amide'
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an untreated blank of the sane age.
It was found that the sample precipitated in the

presence of ferric chloride photolysed approximately eight
times faster than the untreated blank. A second photolysis
under the acme conditions of the sample after it had been
allowed to stand in the dark overnight showed the expected
annealing effect but the overall rate of reaction was about
eight times faster than that for the second run on the untreated
blank. These results are shown in figure 41. The sample
of sodium azide contrdning sodium carbonate showed no abnormal
behaviour. Those containing sodium hydroxide and sodium
chloride photolyaod slightly fastor than the blank but this
was probably not of great significance.
An activation energy determination was performed on
the iron-containing eanpie and a value of 5 kcal/mole

was

found.

3.9. The nAellna of the azid%
This section is limited to sodium and potassium
aside as the only batch of strontium amide used was over five
years old and no newer salt wan available for comparison.
As a batch of sodium or potassium azide aged from
the date of the final precipitation, the rate of photolysis
decreased and the initial deceleratory reaction became less
Pronounced. The ageing was more pronounced in potassium
than in sodium azide..
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Teripkins and Young (1957) had reported that the
electrical conductivity of potassium aside was lowered by a
factor of ten when the sample was heated to 60°C for thirty
minutes. The process responsible for the decrease in the
conductivity might be similar to that causing the ageing.
Samples of potassium and sodium asides were therefore heated
to 100°C for two hours before cooling to the temperature of

ice and photolyeing. In potassium aside the characteristics
of the photolysis were unchanged. However, in sodium aside
it was noticed that a considerable amount of nitrogen was
evolved when the sample was heated to 100°C.
The thermal decomposition of sodium aside at 100°C
was investigated and the results ore reported in the following
section.
If a sanple of well—aged potassium aside was reground
finely in an agate mortar and subsequently photolysed the
overall rate of the reaction was slightly increased over that
of an unground welt—aged sample.
3.10. The law temperature thermal decompositien of sodium aside.
Fresh, new sodium aside was decomposed thermally at
100°C. The rate—time curve for the decomposition is shown
in figure 42 and is seen to be very similar to that for the
photolytic decomposition of fresh sodium aside.. The total
degree of decomposition in the experiment depicted in
figure 42 was 2 x103,

When the sample was quickly cooled
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Pram I00°C to 0°C and photolysed it was found that the rate
of the initial deceleratory section of the reaction was greater
than that for a sample which had not been thermally deccaposed
prior to photolysis. Figure 43 gives the rate-time curves
for two photolyses of samples that had been thermally decomposed
at 100°C for two hours immediately prior to the photolysis.
These curves may be compared with that for a normal photolysis
without the thermal treatment.
If the photolysis was delayed for more than about
fifteen minutes after the sample had been cooled from 100°C
to 0°C the enhancement of the initial photolytic rate was
not found. This dhows that the centre that caused the increase
in the initial photolytic rate vas short-lived. The e2periment was difficult to perform as the quartz-araldite seal
tended to leak when the reaction cell was cooled rapidly.
A three-month-old batch of sodium aside was found
not to decompose thermally at 10000, the slight evolution of
gas which was found being ascribed to outgascing of the sample.
3.11. Miscellaneous experiments.

A fresh sample of sodium aside was photolysed at
-150°C with the unfiltered L.P. lamp for 100 minutes, and
then allowed to anneal at the same temperature for 100 minutes
before recommencing the photolysis. A second experiment was
performed under the same conditions but the annealing was
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conducted at room temperature. The graphs for the two
experiments are shown in figures 44 and 45 frat which it la
seen that the annealing process occurred to the same extent
in both of the samples.
An irradiation of a fresh sample of sodium amide
was interrupted in the middle of the deceleratory period and
the sample was allowed to stand overnight in the dark before
recommencing irradiation. The rate of the second photolysis
started off at a fairly high value indicating that the centres
responsible for the initial deceleratory reaction are not
destroyed by the products of ehotolYsie•
A brawn, irradiated sample of potassium aside was
exposed to the action of omen at 1 atmosphere pressure for
one week. At the end of this time the colour of the salt was
unchanged.

An irradiated aample,of sodium azide was treated

in the same manner, After 48 hours the cell was re-evacuated
and the sample photolysed. The photolytic behaviour was
that usually shown by an irradiated sample of the salt.
3.12. Calculation of the quantum yields for the ehotolvses.
The cross sectional area of the salt under irradiation
was about 5.5 cm2. For every molecule of nitrogen produced
two-thirds of a molecule of potassium and sodium asides must
have decomposed and similary, one-sixth of a molecule for
strontium amide. Jacobs and Tompkins (1952)a estimated that
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only 75% of the incident 2537 It light was absorbed by the salt.
In the runs whore the water filter was used, corrections must
be made for the reduction in intensit;i4 about thirty percent
at 2537

R,

in passing through the filter. The lamp—to.thermopile

distance during calibration was the same as the lamp—to—salt
distance during irradiations.
From the above information the quantum yields can be
calculated. Table VI gives the results for the three asides
under various conditions.
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Tab19 VI
lawyktur3 4.elds for nhotolveis
Sat

KN3
KN3
Mb
KN3

KN3
NaN3

Quantum Yield

0.2
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.05

NaN3
NaN3

0.3
0.15
1

Sr%
SrN6

0.3
0.1

StN6

0.15
0.3
0.05

SrN6
St N6

C_nditionit

L.P., initial rate
L.P., minimum rate
L.P., constant rate
L.P. + WJ., initial rate
L.P. + W.F., constant rate
L.P., initial rate
L.P., constant rate
L.P., ferric chloride ample,
initial rate
L.P., initial_rate
La., minituM rate
L.P., constant rate
L.P. + W.F., initial rate
L.P. + W.F., constant rate
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Chapter 4
Di$011Sei9n

4.1. Ames% of the resaltta and the nature of the liaht aouroee.
The main results obtained for the photochemical
decomposition of sodim, strontium and potassium asides can
be summarised as follows: Fresh samples of each of the three
asides shag an initial deceleratory reaction when irradiated

with the unfiltered output of the low pressure lamp; for
sodium aside the rate remains constant at the minimum value
but with strontium and potassium asides the rate increases
and eventually becomes constant at a. higher value. The
wavelengths responsible for the acceleration are removed by
passing the light through a quartz cell containing tap-water.
When a high pressure mercury lamp is used nd the light filtered
through water to remove the infm—ed components, the rate of
photolysis of strontium aside accelerates more prominent/7
than with the unfiltered low pressure lamp, but only a very
slight acceleration is found for potassium azide. No acceler—
ation of th© rate of photolysis of sodium aside is found with
any of the light sources.
Bari ten aside behaves similarly to strontium aside

in that the threshold wavelength for the acceleration of the
rate reported by Pal Verneker (1962) is removed by passing
the light of the low pressure lamp through the water filter.
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The spectra of the high and low pressure lamps have
been reproduced by Jacobs, Tompkins and Young (1959) in the
wavelength region dowato approximately 2100

A.

Over 98%

of the light emitted by a new low pressure lamp above 2100 2
is of wavelength 2537 ?.
The only prominent line of wavelength shorter than
2537 A present in the spectrum of the unfiltered L.P. lamp
is that at 1849

R.

Intensity measurements in the region

shorter than about 2000 2 are difficult and there is no
information available on the relative intensities of the
2537 and 1849 2 lines other than that in the type of L.P.
lamp used, the former is by far the stronger. The transmission
of the water filter is given in figure 15 and it is seen that
passage through the filter should completa4 remove the
1849 R
The spectrum of the high pressure lamp contains
lines down to about 2100 R and the linos at 2482 and 2,345

2

are fairly prominent. The 1849 a mission is probably not
present. The use of the water filter will attenuate the
lines down to Z100 2 but appreciable transmission does still
occur.
The acceleration of the rate for potassium aside
is therefore due to the 1849 2 line when the irradiation is
performed with the unfiltered L.P. lamp, while the very small
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acceleration observed with the H.P. lnmp filtered through the
water filter is effected by light of wavelength in the region
of 2100 R.
The acceleration in strontium and barium asides is
caused by the lines down to 2100
and by the 1849

R

R

in the filtered H.P. lamp

line in the unfiltered L.P. lamp:

4.2. Oqmpatisqn with thq results of ereviouqyorkere.

On first impression the results obtained for the
photolysis of potasaibm aside differ greatly from those obtained
by Jacobs and Tompkins (1952)a. &NOVO?, on inspections

the causes of these differences can be found in the detailed
experimental techniques used and the characteristics of the
sources of ultraviolet radiation.
_Jacobs (1951) performed his entire series of measure.
manta on the photolysis of ptassium aside on one sample over
a period of about two weeks without once letting down the
vacuum. The irradiations were of approximately twenty minutes
duration and the intervals between successive irradiations
were about two hours. The initial deceleratory reaction
for fresh samples was not found by Jacobs, and potassium
aside was never photolysed to an extent sufficient to bring
about noticeable variations in the photolytic rate with increas.ing extent of decomposition. Also all experiments wer performed
under static conditions so the dependence of the.rate on the
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pressure of nitrogen above the sample was not observed.
Far barium amide Thomas (1950) did find that the
rate of photolysis of fresh samples of barium amide decreased
initially, and that the rates of successive experiments under
the same conditions on the same sample were progressively
lower, and it is apparent from an investigation of the results
of Cunningham (1958) that there was a deceleratory reaction
in fresh sodium and potassium azidest but he did not specifically
comment on this.
Butters (1959) concluded that the nature of the
source of radiation played an Important part in determining
the characteristics of the photolysis of barium amide. He
filtered the output or the L.P. lamp through water, and so
his observation that the rate of photolysis of barium amide
with the filtered L.P. lamp is constant on prolonged irradiation
is correct.
Verneker (1962) showed that the rate for fresh
barium amide photolysed with the unfiltered L.P. lamp decreased
and then accelerated before becoming constant at a higher
level. A similar behaviour was found with the H.P. lamp
filtered through the water filter. He did not phialyse barium
amide with the L.P. lamp plus the water filter; had he done
so the existence of a threshold wavelength for the acceleration
of the rate would have been apparent. He erroneously concluded
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that the acceleration could be caused by the 2537 A light.
Pai Verneker pointed out that the reason why Butters found
the rate intensity relationship to depend on the degree of
decomposition of the sample was his use of a faulty experimental
technique. No corrections'were made for the dark rates in
the split.run method of measurement that was used.
The results obtained in this wor#or potassium and
strontium asides are similar in general form to those for
barium aside reported by Jacobs, Tompkins and Pai Verneker
(1962), and it is to be expected that the reaction mechanisms
operative in the potassium and strontium salts should also
be similar.
Same difference is noted between the results for the
photolysis of sodium aside found by Dodd (1961) and those
reported here. Dodd used la intensity of irradiation some
two orders of magnitude smaller than that used in this work
and so the initial processes observed by him would have been
masked by the much higher reaction rates measured in this work.
4.3. Evapatien of the electron sAn resonance an4 abeoretion
srectra measurement'.
When potassium aside is irradiated with ultra-violet
light at the temperature of liquid nitrogen a broad absorption
band is formed in the near ultra-violet region which was attributed, by analogy to the halide, to a V-centre by Tompkins
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and Young (1956), Cunningham and Tompkins (1959) and Papazian (1961).
The V-bands disappear when the crystals are warmed up to
158°K, and in CaN3 at this temperature Pepazian found a new
band formed in the infra-red which he ascribed to an N4 ion
of the type suggested by the ESR measurements of Wylie et al
(1962) and Horst, Anderson and Milligan (1962) on potassium
K. The IT-centre
azide irradiated with ultra-violet at 77°
identified in the optical measurements was thought by Cunningham
and Tompkins and by Heal (1960) to be the molecular ion
(N -N3)- trapped at a cation. vacancy. (c.f. Castner and
3
Renzi& 1957). If this is then the process occurring in
K could be the transformation of the N6
caesium azide at 158°
to an N4 centre wit: an accompanying loss of nitrogen.
In irradiated potassium azide an N2 centre comprising
two nitrogen atoms with an associated electron at, an amide ion
site is formed at 77°K in addi tion to the N4 centres. The
N4 centre consists of an unpaired spin associated frith a
planar configuration of four nitrogen atoms (Horst, Anderson
K the concentration of the N2
and Milligan, 1962). At 196°
centres decreased slowly while that of the

N4

increased. The

concentration of their reaches a maximal Just as the NI
4
disappears. This lends one to expect the transformation of
the N2 into 114 centres:
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On warming an irradiated crystal to room temperature the
intensity. of the NZ spectrum decreases to one half of its
previous value over a period of approximately sixteen hours.
A likely mechanism for the destruction of the centres is:
N
N 11-+N2
No 1T-bands were detected in sodium aside after
ultra-violet irradiation at 77°K but V-bands are formed under
X-ray irradiation and BM. measurements show the presence of
trapped nitrogen atoms.
The intensity of irradiation used by Horst, Anderso n
and Milligan in their experiment to determine the. rate of
increase of the concentrations arc cmd 1174": with time of
irradiation was similar to that used in this research. It
is concluded that during the deceleratory and acceleratory
regions of the photolysis of potassium azide the concentration
of tr in the maple is increasing and roaches a constant value
at the attainment of the constant rate of photolysis, while
the concentration of the 4 increases throughout the duration
of the experiment.
The identification of the V-centre in amides as a
molecule ion of type (N3 -.113) trapped at a cation vacancy
lig Cunningham and Tompkins and by Heal was reasonable at that
time but nay be questioned since the identification of the
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NI and IS: species in irradiated potassium azide. For instance
the N ion and the V-brnd are both formed by irradiation of
potassium azide at the temperature of liquid nitrogen and are
stable at this temperature and both bleach slowly when the
crystals are warmed to 196°K. If the 1r-centre in the azidea
was an ion trapped at a cation vacancy4 the evolution of
nitrogen from the salt under irradiation at low tenperatur©,
difficult. to eylolain on the present models, could result from
the dissociation of excited nride ions to give a V-centre plus
nitrogen:
a.*
+
N3
+ N--)N2

+ N

4.4. Reactipri mechanisms =mooed bar previous workers.
The reaction mechanism proposed by Jacobs, Tompkins
and Young (1959) for the photolysis of fresh samples of barium
azide with the L.P. lamp was essentially the same as that
suggested by Thomas and Tempkins (1951)a and Jacobs and Tompkins
(1952)a, The absorption of the 2537 R light was assumed to
result in the formation of excitons which reacted in the
manner described on Page 37 of this thesis. In the equations
liven below 115 is an exciton and T is a trap.
+

-4=n1; *

--'N3Ta*
- +T.-113
N3 +

m
N3Te -7 ' 302 A
N 3 +

T + e

3.28.

To explain the acceleration of the photolytic rate
found with the H.P. lamp, they suggested that the barium
metal catalysed furtbar reaction by amechanism involving
the transfer of electrons from adjacent azide ions to the
natal specks by light of wavelength greater than 3300 2.
N*514.-,=-11314-

'Yr )13; 362+ M
Subsequent discussion on their paper drew attention
to the possibility of photomission from the metal followed
by the transfer of electrons to the positively charged metal
specks. Thomas and Tompkins (1951)b had suggested previously
that the nuclei in the thermal decomposition of barium azide
were formed by the aggregation of two F-centres and that
growth proceeded by the transfer of electrons from azide ions
at the salt-mental interface to the metal nuclei - a process
very similaw to that described above. The activation energy
for the growth of small nuclei was 29 kcal/mole and Jacobs,
Tompkins and Young used this figure, together with an estimated
value of the ratio of the low to high frequency dielectric
constants for barium azide to calculate an optical activation
energy of 2.9 e.v. for the process, corresponding to a wavelength of 4300

R.

The mechanism proposed to explain the initial deceleratory
reaction for barium aside with the unfiltered L.P.lamp by
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Jacobs, Tompkins and Pai Verneker (1962) involved the formation
of two adjacentl trtipped excited aside ions which either reverted
to the ground state or reacted to form nitrogen at a rate
proportional to the square of the intensity.
w by
triT
Nas
„*.T
[N T7-'

3 3C---1211"--11-*EN
3 3

[N31

[113Tq Baf-+---> 3112 + TBa + 2
where 1r
3 is now en excited aside ion and Ois an anion vacancy.
The traps were thought to be either anion vacancies
orspecial site's in the crystals such ks jogs in dislocation
lines or kink sites. As the reaction proceeded the traps
were used up and not regenerated. If the traps were anion
vacancies then the production of anion vacancies in equation
(c) would not regenerate them, as vacancy-aggregates would be
produced in place of the original isolated anion vacancies.
The barium atoms or pre-nuclei produced in the initial stages
of the reaction were thus formed at the kink sites or other
special sites in the lattice.
These barium atoms could be ionised by the ultraviolet radiation and electrons thus elevated to the conduction
band of the crystals leaving Ba Ione 'which are not part of
the normal lattice. Electrons would then be transferred
thermally to these barium ions from adjacent aside ions to
give positive holes which either react with other positive
holes or vithiezcited aside ions to give nitrogen, the barium
atans being regenerated in the process.
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The mechanism thus explained the acceleration of the
rate of photolysis, the steady-state region being accounted
for by aggregation of the metal atoms to form larger nuclei
whereupon their properties become those of bulk metal. They
are thus no longer able to take part in the reaction. The
reaction is summarised by the equations*
1,0 4.

Ba „-Ba + e

(d)

Ba
Ba + N3
, 3
3*
3 11*v, N.

(0)

N3 + 83-4332 e

(r)

213---> 3112

(g)

Ba + Be. + 2e ---13a2

(a)

(h)

The dark reaction was considered to be caused by a
barium atom trapping an adjapent barium ion to give a podlively
charged nucleus to which electrons were transferred from azide
ions. The positive holes thus formed react to form nitrogen.
This process would continue until all the pre-nuclei had grown
into larger specks of barium. The process of annealing was
thus the growth of barium atoms and pre-nuclei into larger
metal specks by the thermal decomposition of the azido.
2+ (Ba2)2+
Ba + Ba-->
21/41; + (Ba2)2*---> Ba2 + 312 + 2
where is an F-centre.
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4.5.

Mechanises proposed to account for the present results.
Before proceeding to a detailed discussion of the

mechanisms of.roaction„ energy level diagrams are necessary.
Pei Verneker has taken the ratio of the louto the
high-frequency dielectric constants for barium a7ide as 3.0.
For potassium and sodium asides the ratios are 3.2 and 2.92
respectively. The low frequency dielectric constant for
strontium aside is slightly higher than that for barium aside,
but

in the

absence of more accurate measurements the ratio

may be taken to be the same as that for the barium salt.
The electron affinity of barium azide was estimated as 3 electron
volts by Jacobs, Tompkins and Poi Verneker (1962). The value
for sodium and potassium =ides is empected to be slightly
lower than this because the dielectric constants are lower
and there is a smaller contribution to the electron affinity
fram the polarisation of the ions. The value for both these
salts is thus assumed to be 2.5 e.v. The ionisation potentials
of the metals are 5.1 volts for sodium and 4.3 volts for
potassium.
With the above information and the spectral data
available (Deb, 1961), approximate energy level diagrams may

be constructed

and these are given in figures 46, 4? and 48

for sodium, potassium and barium azidee. The figure for barium
azide is almost identical to that suggested by Jacobs, Tompkins
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and Pat Vernekor (1962). No data is available on the
absorption spectrum of strontium aside and the energy levalu
are assumed to be very similar to those of barium azide.
All the energies shown in the diagrams are thermal values.
is the ionisation potential of the metal and X is the
electron affinity of the salt.
The level marked Pan, Nan and Itn in the various
diagrams refers to small aggregates of the metal n is a
small number, probably not exceeding a few hundreds.
The nature of the ultra-violet absorption spectra
of the aside and the failure of Jacobs and Tompkins (1952)a
to detect any photoconductivity in irradiated pellets of fresh
potassium aside eliminated any mechanism of photolysis of
fresh salt involving the elevation of electrons to the conduction band of the crystal.
Light of wavelength 2537 5 falls within the absorption
band corresponding to a transition of lows probability to a
low-lying excited state of the aside ion, identified in all
the alkali metal asides by Deb (1961). No accurate data
were available on the absorption spectra of the alkaline earth
asides until the as yet unpublished work of Deb on the optical
absorption and photoconductivity of barium aside film...13.
The earlier reflexion measurements of Jacobs and Tompkins (1952)a
showed that barium aside started absorbing strongly at 2600 R
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a wavelength very near to the edges of the bands in the alkali
metal asides discussed above, It seems reasonable to ammo
(1), that absorption band commencing at 2600 in barium aside
also corresponds to a transition to a low-lying excited state
of the aside ion and (ii) that a similar band exists in
strontium aside.
The excited aside ions caused by absorption of
2537 A light may revert to the ground state with the em ion
of phonons, or during their lifetime they may come within the
sphere of influence of an electron-accepting centre and
electron transfer front the excited aside ion to the centre
may occur, producing a positive hole, which could itself become
trapped at a siutable centre.
Photolysis was shown to occur in strontium and potassium
asides with light of wavelength greater than 3500 2 (figures
21 ami 22). This is associated with absorption within the
long-wavalength tail of the band which results in the formation
of excited adds ions at special sites such as klnIta in dislocation lines, jogs or Impurity centres.
In sodium and potassium asides the 1849 2 line of
the unfiltered L.P. lamp falls within the first exciton band
of the solid, and so sane excitons will be formed and take
part in the reaction in a similar manner to the excited aside
ions, except that the mobility of the excitons will be con-►

1%.
siderably larger.
The salts used in this research were al precipitated

fro aqueous solution and were ground in an agate mortar
before use. They were certainly not in thermodynmaic
brium and contained lattice vacancies of both types in cancan!.
tration greatly in excess of the equilibrium values.
Thole& of any measurable induction period between
the commencement of irradiation and the evolution of nitrogen
suggests that the products of decomposition are not necessary
for the initial deceleratory reaction of fresh salts. The
variation of the photolytic rate with increasing extent of
decomposition sweets that more than one mechanism of reaction
is operative and the behaviour of fresh and irradiated staples
differs considerably.
The changes in the rate of photolysis under constant
intensity of irradiation must in some way be caused by the
products of reaction— either by the lattice vacancies or the
metal nuclei.
Colour changes in samples of the aziden as photolysis
proceeded and the reaction of irradiated barium aside with

oxygen (an experiment described by Jacobs, Tompkins end Pai
Verneker, 1962) indicate that the metal plays an important
part in the reaction and that the increase in concentration
of the metal as the reaction proceeds may cause the
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acceleration of the photolytic rates of barium, potassium
and strontium asides.
The observed rate of photolysis of potassium,
strontium and barium azides under conditions such that an
acceleration in found, is composed of two different processes.
These two processes may be separated by irradiating the salts
with wavelengths above the threshold for the acceleration,
when only one pram occurs. The rates of the two modes
of reaction are shown in approximate ferm in figure

49, together

with their sum which represents the observed rate of reaction.
As illustrated in the diagram, the process marked 1, which
was observed in all four of the asides studied, is predominant
initially but the rate decreases rapidly and then became
constant. The metal produced by the first process is necessary
for the second process which has zero rate initially and then
increases before it too becomes of constant rate. In sodium
aside process 1 is the only one observed with the sources of
radiation used in this research.
The decrease of the rate of process 1 with time in
the initial strgen indicates that the reaction is proceeding
at sites which are not regenerated during the course of the
reaction. The graph of log (R R0) versus time, where R is
the rate at time t and Ro is the final constant rate, for the
initial stages of an irradiation of strontium azide with the
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L.P. lamp plus the water filter is shown in figure 50 and it
is seen that the plot is linear for the first twenty minutes
of the irradiation, showing that the process is of first order.
The absorption of irradiation results in the formation

of excited aside ions. The absorption coefficient for
2537 light is & proximately 102 to 103 and thus the excited
amide ions will be concentrated largely in the surface layers.
In the neighbourhood of suitable electron accepting centres
such as anion vacancies, kinks and Jogs in dislocation linen
and impurity centres, complete or partial electron transfer
from the aside ion to the centre takes place leaving a positive
hole which maq• itself beams trapped at a suitable centre to
form a V-centre,
It will, be assumedthat the V-centre is of the form
(N3C)N3)" as suggested by earlier workers. Nitrogen evolution
takes place via the break down of this centre.
hl)

1173

ri3

T

(TN3)

(rT3r--- N3
N3+-0÷

T

(2)
e

(N30i13)"

(3)
(4)

116--) N2 + 114

(5)

17.6

(6)

211'2 4

1/4 --->-ria;

m+

e-->

C

tl

(7)

e

(g)
(9)
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where T is a trap, N3 an excited aziae ion and 0 a cation
vacancy. The concentration of the

n increases and then

remains constant, while that of the NZ, increases throughout
the duration of the experiment. The NZ is conaiderably more
stable than the

so that it is likely that during irradiation

nitrogen is produced mmtnly by reactions (5), (6) and (8)*
When the trapping centres in equation (2) are isolated
anion vacancies the electron transfer restate in the formation
of F-centres. A slower transfer of the electrons from the
F-centres to the metal ions occurs and so metal atoms and
anion vacancies are produced at the special sites at which
roaction has occurred. Thus, the properties of the trapping
centres are changed by the reaction. When these special
sites are exhausted the reaction continues by the transference
of electrons to the vacancy aggregates. It is not possible
to be more specific on this process without additional information on the formation and tdeaching properties of the Pdand M-type bands in fresh and irradiated crystals. In barium
and strontium asides there is no evidence for the formation
of F-centres on irradiation, and in these salts the transfer
of electrons froM the trapping centres to metal ions may take
place more rapidly than in the alkali metal azides where Frand M-centres are intermediates in the formation of metal
nuclei.
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In sodium azide V'-centres are not formed under ultraviolet irradiation at low temperature and the Tr
4 tud
, Ira ions
have not been detected by MR measurements. If V-type centres
are formed in sodium azide they must to formed in rogiona cf
the crystals where they react rapidly to give nitrogen.
The quantum yield for the initial rapid rate of •
reaction found for the sample of sodium aalde precipitated
in the presence of ferric chloride is almost unity and the
enhancement of the rate over that for an untreated sample is
caused by the ferric ions providing electron traps in addition
to those already prevent. The ferric ions are reduced to
ferrous ions and this reduction causes the change in colour
of the sample during irradiation from brick red to ochres
The thermally activated step in process 1 is the
transfer of electrons from the azide ions to the metal. As
the rate of the initial process varies at, rapidly it is not
possible to determine the activation energy.
As the first process continues and the concentration
of metal in the annple increases, the second mechanism, marked
2 in figure 49, occurs at an increasing rate, in potassium,
strontium and barium asides. The process involves the elevation
of electrons from the small metal speaks or nuclei present at
thiqstage to the conduction band of the crystal by light of

suitable wavelength, giving a positively charged metal speck.
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Thermally :activated electron transfer to this positiVe4 charged
nucleus takes place to give a positive hole which subeequently
reacts with a lattice ad.do ion or an excited aside ion to
form nitrogen in the manner already explained. The metal
ions formed by the ionisation of tho metal specks are not
in normal positions as they are surrounded by the vacancy
aggregates produced by previous decempositions. The transfer
of electrons fron e.sido ions to neu4ra1 metal specks is not
favoured as the negatively ch „rod metal, produced would
inteediatcay attract the positive holes and recombination
would occur. In equation from the process is as follows:
IM
e in conduction band (10)
grs.t 1r
3-4.1.!n N3

(11)

Mn

(12)

The enery level diagrams in figures 47 awl 48,
shots that as the thermal enera gap between the level

of

the

metal =lei and the =Auction ban/ in barium aside is 2.0
-eV., a wavelength of 2100 51 is able to effect the ionisation
of the metal but long©r wavelengths are not effective in canale
acceleration of the rate, in accordanee with the v: per
results. In strontium aside a similar situation prevails.
For potassium aside the gap is 1.8 eV.., so light of wavelength
2100 is ineffective but ionisation and the resulting
accelerating reaction rate is caused by the 1849 2 light.
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The failure to observe an acceleration of the rate in sodium
aside is explained by the fact that the gap is 2.6 eV,:. which
in larger than the energy of the 1849 R light which is the
shortest wavelength present in any of the light sources used.
If this mechaniem is correct, photoconductivity
resulting from the ionisation of the metal pecks should be
obeerved in irradiated crystals or pellets of potassium,:
strontium and barium azides, but not in sodium azide when
illuminated with, the unfiltered L.P. lamp. Tompkins and Young
(1956) did observe photoconductivity in an irradiated crystal
of potassium azide which had been heated to 60°C.
The acceleration of the rate is caused by the increase
in the number of metal pre-nuclei which are able to be ionised
and to which electron transfer subsequently takes place.
An reaction proceeds in the acceleratory period and
the size of the metal specks increases, the properties of the
metal will approach those of bulk metal. The optical energy
for the removal of electrons fray the metal decreases but the
thermal energy necessary for the transfer of electrons from
azide ions to the positively charged metal nuclei increases
and eventually the large metal specks are unable to take part
in the reaction. A steady state is reached between the formation
of new metal nuclei formed during the reaction and the aggregation
into large specks and a constant rate of reaction results.

The measured activation energy in potassium, strontium,
and Barium aside is associated with the transfer - of the electrons
from the amide ions to the positively charged metal specks
and'is- given approximately by the gap marked E in the energy
level diagrams. An exact correspondence between the magnitude
of the gap E and the measured activation energy is not to be
expected as (1) some of the valued in the energy level diagram
ore anproximato and (2) the positian of the metal aggregate
levels may vary with the size of the nucleus.
The two values of the activation energies observed
in the salts studied my be caused by alight variations in
process 1. F-centres are stable up to about Oct while above
this temperatnie aggregation of the F-centres occurs. The
higher activation energies found above OE aro associated with
electron trnmsfor to vacancy aggregates, while the low activation
energy involves transfer to isolated anion vacancies.
The dependence of the rate of photolysis of potassium
azide under static conditions an the pressure of the nitrogen
above the sample indicates that a back reaction of the type
T14 2 3
may occur between the nitrogen end the ample.
After en irradiation is stopped the salt contains
a large concentration of r centres which gradually break
4
00;7n to give nitrogen gas:

tr7.)1r36 4. a

4: 11---312
The stepwiee decrease in the rate of gas evolution
observed when irradiation of a senp/o wan ceased

STIA

mean.

menced after the sample had been ell owed to stand overnight
in the dark Showed that the reaction vas proceeding at sites
which decreased in neuter when irradiation ceased. There
nuct be two types of siten as annecling

iD

found after irradia-

tions with any of the light sources. The sitee are anion and
cation vacancies, which segregate during the period of nonillumination, and specks of meta/ smaller than the .a.:- imam
size able to take pert in the aeceleratory reaction. Vexing
the annealing period the metes, specks form into larger aggregates
which are unable to take part in the reaction.
The low temperature thermal decomposilen of sodium
azile occurs at the naMe special eites which are eperative
during the initial et-eon of the photolysir. and the enhancOment
of the photolytic rate by the pre-thermal, treatment is caused
by the creation of ndditional anion vacancieo which act as
electron acceptors.
Ageing of the azides with the cUbseeuent decrease
in the overall rates of reaction is due to the formation of
anion cation vacancy pairs which ere less effective oleotron
trams than the isolated anion vacanciee.

10,

A prediction my be made about the photolytic bohaviour
of caesium rnd rubidium a. .des: since the energy levels of
the solids Trill be similar to those o otassiula aside accelera—
tion of the rates ,.•Tould be e.t'.2.ectA to occur vith tho
tritiltered L.p . lamp,
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